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S
Civilian Demonstrations Near the Military Installation:

Restraints on Military Surveillance

and

Other Intelligence Activities

by Major Paul M. Peterson

ABSTRACT: Anti-war and anti-military demonstrations
have occurred during every modern conflict. When such
demonstrations are anticipated outside an installation,
the commander wants to know as much as possible about
any potential threat to installation facilities,
personnel, or operations. Unfortunately, internal
military procedures for obtaining the desired
information are inconsistent and confusing. Commanders
attempting to follow this guidance may collect and
retain information in violation of the Privacy Act and
the first amendment. To cure these problems, the

thesis proposes significant changes to an existing
Department of Defense Directive.
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The ... task is to reject as false, claims in the

name of civil liberty which, if granted, would

paralyze or impair authority to defend ... our

society, and to reject as false, claims in the

name of security which would undermine our

freedoms and open the way to repression.I

I. INTRODUCTION

The commander of a large Army installation convenes

a staff meeting. The Provost Marshal2 tells the

commander that a civilian demonstration is scheduled

outside one of the gates next week. The commander

expresses concern about disruptions of military

activities, but the Provost Marshal can't provide him

any more detailed information about the demonstration.

The commander then instructs his Provost Marshal and

his intelligence officer (G-2) 3 to find out everything

they can about the organization sponsoring the

demonstration and the anticipated course of the

demonstration. The commander then turns to his lawyer:

"Any problems, Judge?"

This factual situation might easily occur. Labor
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strife might precipitate a demonstration at almost

anytime, and, during times of international tension,

anti-war demonstrations can and do occur. During the

recent Operations JUST CAUSE, DESERT SHIELD, and DESERT

STORM, for example, anti-war demonstrations occurred

near several different military installations even

though the actual hostilities were short in duration

and relatively popular.

The thesis examines the legal ramifications of

domestic intelligence collection under these

circumstances. Unfortunately, the military's internal

guidance for obtaining such intelligence is ill-

defined, confusing, and contradictory. As a

consequence, commanders may unwittingly initiate a

process of information collection and retention

violative of statutory and constitutional rights. 4 The

result may be litigation and unwelcome publicity.
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II. ORGANIZATION AND SCOPE

The thesis begins with a summary of military

involvement in domestic intelligence gathering.

Historical knowledge aids in understanding the issues

developed in the thesis.

The thesis then sets forth the existing regulatory

guidance that impacts on military surveillance of

civilians. The guidance varies considerably depending

on whether the commander chooses to use law enforcement

or military intelligence personnel to collect

* information.

The thesis then measures the existing regulatory

guidance against the Privacy Act 5 and the first

6amendment. These two authorities are the most likely

source of legal challenge.

The thesis concludes with proposed changes to a key

Department of Defense Directive. The thesis discusses

how the proposed changes render the regulatory guidance

more consistent and lessen the likelihood of a

successful legal challenge.

The thesis is limited in scope. Since most dissent,
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including anti-war dissent, is of domestic origin, 7 the

thesis is restricted to collection efforts targeting

activities with no foreign sponsorship. The analysis

also excludes situations where the President uses his

emergency authority to mobilize the military in

response to a civil disturbance or where the activity

in question is being conducted by soldiers or civilians

affiliated with the Department of Defense.

Some important terms require definition prior to

beginning the discussion. The Army defines "Physical

security" as "[t]hat part of the Army security system,

based on threat analysis, concerned with procedures and

physical measures designed to safeguard personnel,

property, and operations; to prevent unauthorized

access to equipment, facilities, materiel, and

information; and to protect against espionage,

terrorism, sabotage, damage, misuse, and theft." 8  In

the context of the thesis, "Physical security

intelligence" will mean any information gathering which

focuses on the protection of military operations within

CONUS when there is no evidence that the persons

considered a potential threat are either affiliated9

with the Department of Defense or sponsored by any

4



foreign power. "Domestic intelligence," on the other

hand, will refer to all intelligence gathering within

the United States, by military or civilian agencies,

for any purpose, including: physical security,

preparation for civil disturbance operations, and

detection and monitoring of organized crime or

terrorists.

5



III. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A. The Origins of Domestic Intelligence Collection

The United States military, and more specifically

the Army, has been involved in collecting information

on the political activities of civilians for one reason

or another since the nineteenth century. One scholar

who has specialized in the study of military

intelligence traces military collection of domestic

intelligence back to the formation of the Army's

Military Intelligence Division in 1888.10 World War I,

however, brought on the first extensive domestic

intelligence operations. Tasked at first to provide

information about supposed large scale German espionage

rings (which never materialized), the military

intelligence apparatus began collecting political

information on German immigrants and, eventually,

persons and organizations whose common goal was

opposition to the war. Even though organized domestic

intelligence declined during the post-war era, the

World War I experience provided a bureaucratic scheme

and collection plan that was employed by the military

6



S
to again step up domestic surveillance in each ensuing

period of crisis (i.e., the Bonus March of 1932, World

War II, and the Korean War). There was a tendency for

stateside counterintelligence agents to be

underemployed and readily available to perform

political surveillance, and the civilian hierarchy

above the military often was ignorant about the extent

or nature of domestic intelligence gathering.

Prior to the early 1970s there was little apparent

written authority for military involvement in domestic

intelligence gathering. In 1939, President Roosevelt

directed that the investigation of all "espionage,

5 counterespionage, and sabotage matters" be controlled

and handled exclusively by the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI), the "Military Intelligence

Division" of the War Department, and "the Office of

Naval Intelligence. "" Subsequent Presidential

directives tasked the FBI to "take charge" of these

same matters and others (e.g., "subversive activities"

and "violations of the neutrality laws"), but the

remaining role of the military departments, if any, was

not addressed.' 2 Only in the area of personnel loyalty

and personnel security was significant written

7S



authority13 provided to the War Department14 or its

successor, the Department of Defense.

B. The Viet Nam War Era

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the Army became

involved in the civil rights conflict. Federalized

guardsmen and active duty personnel were mobilized and

deployed to stop violence and enforce federal civil

rights decrees. Despite a lack of specific authority,

the Army began to collect information, often of a

personal nature, on activists connected with the civil

rights movement. In 1967, the first in a series of

large civil disturbances requiring prepositioning and

use of federal troops took place. Some of these

disturbances, like the March on the Pentagon in 1969,

involved potential interference with military

personnel, property, or operations; other disturbances

simply contained a potential for violence beyond the

capability of state or local law enforcement to

control. In response to a perceived mission

requirement, the Army took steps to expand its

collection of information, including personal and

8
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political information, on individuals and groups that

might have any connection with future civil

disturbances. Operating with little apparent high

level supervision, two parallel and redundant

intelligence collecting apparatus evolved, with an

estimated 1,500 intelligence operatives. These

personnel collected data, using overt and covert

collection methods, on a wide range of persons and

organizations. No standards or procedures existed to

ensure that information was relevant, properly

verified, properly organized, and properly

disseminated. 15

C. The Public Outcry

In January, 1970, a description of the Army's

domestic intelligence system and its purported excesses

appeared in a national magazine.16 The Subcommittee on

Constitutional Rights of the Committee on the

Judiciary, United States Senate, opened hearings into

the issue in February 1970. The subcommittee report17

detailed multiple problems with the Army domestic

intelligence program, including the collection of

9



personal and political information on nonviolent

persons and groups, the covert penetration of targeted

organizations, and the retention and possible

dissemination of inaccurate information. The

subcommittee report stated that the civilians

responsible for overseeing the Army had been

misinformed and were often unaware of the nature and

extent of surveillance activities.' 8 The subcommittee

report concluded that the military domestic

intelligence program was illegal in that there was no

statutory authorization for much of the collection

activity and the program violated the constitutional

* rights of the persons subject to collection activities.

D. The Legal Analysis of the Subcommittee

The subcommittee applied a three part legal analysis

to the Army's activities.' 9 Was any part of the Army

intelligence collection program authorized by law? If

so, did the execution of any part of the authorized

program infringe on individual constitutional rights?

And, if so, was the infringement justified by a

compelling government interest?

10



Focusing on the collection of information in

preparation for use in potential civil disturbance

situations, the subcommittee concluded that the program

was not legally authorized. The committee reasoned

that there was no express statutory authority for such

collection, and that where a citizen's constitutional

rights are threatened by military activity, as here,

(see paragraph below) the law did not allow for

creation of implied authority. Additionally, the

statutes enabling the use of military force in civil

disturbances did not reasonably contain implied

authority for military intelligence collection prior to

the actual disturbance itself (e.g., military force was

not authorized until the President personally concludes

civilian law enforcement is inadequate, and civilian

agencies were perfectly capable of collecting any

requisite intelligence until this point in time was

reached).

The subcommittee also concluded that collection of

domestic intelligence by the military infringed on the

free speech and association rights of those targeted.

The subcommittee felt that the mere knowledge that the

Army was collecting information on a given individual

11



or group would create fear and apprehension among the

subjects, cause them to be more circumspect in all of

their political activities, and make it less likely

that others would want to associate with them. The

committee also implied that the collection procedures

used by the military were violative of the

constitutional right to privacy.

Finally, the subcommittee concluded that there was

no compelling governmental interest 20 that could

justify the military infringement of constitutional

rights.

The military was collecting personal and political

information on the theory that the civil disturbances

were planned violent events linked by a nationwide

foreign-sponsored conspiracy. However, there was never

any evidence that the disturbances were other than a

series of unorganized and unrelated events.21 Hence,

the political information was of little use. The

military was not able to predict the timing, size, or

22scope-of any pending civil disturbance. Resources

expended on collection of political data were used at

the expense of tactical collection (data on roads,

bridges, utilities, etc.) that was not properly

12



attended to. 23

Even had there been some governmental interest in

the information collected, the subcommittee noted that

the collection of intelligence data by civilian

agencies (e.g., the FBI) would be less intimidating,

leading to the conclusion that the use of civilian

investigative agencies would always be constitutionally

preferred .24

E. Laird v. Tatum

In February, 1970, several individuals and groups

who claimed to be subjects of Army surveillance filed

suit in federal district court alleging that the Army

surveillance violated their first amendment rights.

The plaintiffs sought declaratory and injunctive

relief, to include an order to destroy all information

collected about them and a further declaration that the

Army's activities were beyond the scope of any existent

legal authority. The trial court dismissed the

complaint for failure to state a claim upon which

relief could be granted, but the Court of Appeals

reversed25 and ordered an evidentiary hearing. Before

13



such a hearing could be held, the Supreme Court granted

the government's petition for certiorari. On June 26,

1972, the Court held 26 that the plaintiffs had failed

to allege a form of personal injury sufficient for

standing purposes. Chief Justice Burger, writing for a

5-4 majority,27 stated that general allegations of

negative impact on the rights of free speech,

association, and privacy were not the types of specific

present or future harm that Article III courts had

jurisdiction to adjudicate.

The majority opinion implied that if some more

specific injury was alleged as a result of information

collected by the Army (e.g., loss of employment or loss

of security clearance), the injured party might have

standing to challenge the Army's information collection

practices. Contemporaneous complaints filed in other

courts by plaintiffs similarly situated were dismissed

281based on the result in Laird v. Tatum. And, while

these cases were being processed, DoD was busy trying

to purge its data banks and formulate internal guidance

for future domestic intelligence collection.

F. The Military Reaction

14
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As early as 1967, senior officials in the Department

of the Army (DA) were awakening to the domestic

intelligence problem.29 It was not until 1970,

however, that Army-wide guidance was promulgated. On

December 15, 1970, DA published a policy letter

authorizing the collection of information on civilians

for certain reasons, including "unauthorized

demonstrations on active ... Army installations or

through (sic) demonstrations immediately adjacent to

them which are of a size or character that they are

likely to interfere with the conduct of military

S activities. ,30

G. Attempts to Legislate

As a result of the Subcommittee hearings, Senator

Sam Ervin, Chairman of the Subcommittee, introduced a

bill 31 designed to place specific statutory limits on

domestic intelligence collection by the military. The

bill, S.2318, was a proposed criminal statute. It

forbade any military officer from investigating,

recording, or maintaining information on "the beliefs,

15S



associations, or political activities" of persons and

organizations not affiliated with the military. S.2318

contained four narrow exceptions 32 to the general

prohibition and provided aggrieved persons with a civil

cause of action.

Hearings were held on S.2318 in April, 1974. The

Department of Defense (DoD) strenuously opposed

S.2318.•3 DoD argued that the legislation was

unnecessary because the excesses of the past had been

eliminated, and new internal regulations and oversight

mechanisms were in place to prevent future recurrence

of the problem.

S.2318 was not passed by the full Senate and never

became law. The failure of this legislation, combined

with the refusal of the Supreme Court in Laird to reach

the substantive first amendment issues surrounding

domestic intelligence, apparently left DoD with

significant regulatory flexibility.3 4

The relevant law, however, evolved faster than the

regulatory guidance. Senator Ervin continued his work

throughout 1974 in the area of privacy and the control

of information. He and the Government Operations

Committees of the House and Senate drafted the Privacy

16



Act,35 which became law on January 1, 1975. Further,

decisions rendered subsequent to Laird have cast into

doubt its vitality as a barrier to plaintiffs

challenging military surveillance. The regulations,

the Privacy Act ramifications, and the impact of the

post-Laird decisions involving the first amendment are

considered in the remainder of the thesis.

17



IV. EXISTING REGULATORY GUIDANCE

Several regulations and directives impact on the

collection of physical security intelligence. Three of

these documents, however, are particularly important:

Dep't of Defense Directive 5200.27, Acquisition of

Information Concerning Persons and Organizations not

Affiliated with the Department of Defense; 36 Army Reg.

380-13, Acquisition and Storage of Information

Concerning Nonaffiliated Persons and Organizations; 37

and Army Reg. 381-10, U.S. Army Intelligence

Activities.38 In the thesis these three documents will

be referred to collectively as "the physical security

intelligence regulations."

The Department of Defense issued DoD Dir. 5200.27,

its first formal guidance on collection of information

concerning nonaffiliated civilians, on March 1, 1971.

DoD Dir. 5200.27 used different format and terminology

from the then existing Army policy letter on the same

subject.39 AR 380-13, "implementing" DoD Dir. 5200.27,

was published on September 30, 1974. Unfortunately, AR

380-13 used somewhat different organization and

terminology than DoD Dir. 5200.27 used, creating some

18



potential for confusion.4

In 1978, the Foreign Intelligence and Surveillance

Act (FISA)41 was enacted. FISA set forth specific

guidance on the conduct of electronic surveillance when

targeting foreign powers and their agents. The

President then issued Executive Order 12,036,42

implementing FISA and establishing additional guidance

for the "Intelligence Community" on the conduct of

domestic investigative techniques other than electronic

surveillance. The Department of Defense, in turn,

produced a new regulatory scheme applicable to certain

"intelligence components" and "intelligence

activities.", 43 The Army issued AR 381-10, U.S. Army

Intelligence Activities, as a result of this new

scheme.

Although AR 381-10 is a product of a series of

events beginning with the FISA, the scope of AR 381-10

is much wider than the FISA. AR 381-10 controls all

the surveillance activities of Army intelligence

components, whether or not such surveillance is

"electronic" and whether or not there is a foreign

connection. Unfortunately, AR 380-13 has not been

revised to reflect the sequence of events which

19



produced AR 381-10. The existence of AR 381-10 thus

creates additional confusion in the physical security

intelligence arena.

The applicability of the individual physical

security intelligence regulations generally depends on

who is tasked to collect the information. The thesis

discussion is, therefore, organized around the type of

military personnel who might be tasked. Personnel

available to perform the mission include the Provost

Marshal (with internal Military Police (MP) assets) and

the G-2. The local counterintelligence (CI) unit might

also respond to the commander's request for assistance.

A. Military Police.

Pursuant to Army Regulations,46 the installation

commander is responsible for the security of the

personnel, property, and operations under his command.

The missions of assigned military police (MP) personnel

include "activities directed at the prevention of

crimes ... or as required for the security of persons

and property under Army control .... 1,47 Additionally,

installation MP's establish and maintain a criminal

20



information program. The purpose of the program is to

collect, categorize, and process information which will

"identify individuals or groups of individuals in a

effort to anticipate, prevent, or monitor possible

criminal activity. ,48

1. Collection Threshold.

Specific guidance is available on when information on

nonaffiliated civilians may be collected. DoD Dir.

5200.27 discusses, as separate bases for acquisition of

information, both concern with the effects of

* demonstrations and the investigation or prosecution of

crimes under DoD jurisdiction. AR 380-13, however,

does not apply to criminal investigations, indicating

instead that "authorized criminal investigation and law

enforcement intelligence activities (i.e., not

counterintelligence related)" are covered by other,

unspecified, regulations. Since criminal investigative

activities and law enforcement intelligence are not

defined in AR 380-13, its application to military

police activities conducted for physical security

purposes is uncertain. 49 Most of the definitive

21



guidance, therefore, must be drawn directly from DoD

Dir. 5200.27.

Information on nonaffiliated personnel may be

collected and reported if essential to protect

threatened defense personnel and defense activities and

installations. The threat must take the form of acts

of subversion, theft or destruction of DoD property,

acts jeopardizing the security of DoD elements or

operations, demonstrations on active DoD installations,

or crimes for which DoD has responsibility for

investigating or prosecuting. 5 No information may

acquired about a person solely because of lawful

advocacy of measures in opposition to Government

policy.
5 1

2. Limitations on Type of Information Collected.

The information collected must be essential to the

mission.52 Information concerning purely political

activities, personalities, or activities in which no

crime is indicated or suspected, will not be collected,

recorded, or reported within the MP criminal

information system. 5 3 No record describing how an

22



individual exercises rights guaranteed by the first

amendment will be kept unless pertinent to and within

the scope of an authorized law enforcement activity. 54

3. Limitations on Collection Methods.

Maximum reliance shall be placed on federal civilian

investigative agencies and their state and local

55counterparts. There shall be no covert or otherwise

deceptive surveillance or penetration of civilian

organizations56 unless specifically authorized by the

Deputy Under Secretary of Defense after coordination

with the FBI. 57 There shall be no electronic

surveillance except as authorized by law. 58 No

personnel will be assigned to attend public or private

meetings, demonstrations, or other similar activities 59

without specific prior approval of the Secretary or

Undersecretary of the Army, 60 unless the local

commander determines that the threat is immediate and

time precludes obtaining prior approval. 6'

4. Limitations on Retention.

23
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According to DoD Dir. 5200.27, information shall be

destroyed within 90 days of collection unless its

retention is specifically authorized under criteria

established by the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense

(Policy Review).62 No formal criteria have been

published.63

B. The Staff G-2.

Although the applicability of AR 380-13 is

uncertain in the context of military police activities,

the uncertainty vanishes when considering staff G-2

activities. The provisions of both AR 380-13 and DoD

Dir. 5200.27 apply to the activities of the staff G-2

when collecting information about nonaffiliated

civilians. 64

1. Collection Threshold.

Information on persons and organizations not

affiliated with the DoD may be gathered in connection

with the protection of Army personnel, functions, and

property; but only if there is a reasonable basis to

24



believe that one or more of several express situations

exists. 6 5 One situation is a demonstration on or

immediately adjacent to the installation of such a size

or character that it is likely to interfere with the

conduct of military activities. Another situation is

theft or destruction of equipment or facilities

belonging to DoD units or installations. A third

situation is "[s]ubversion of loyalty, discipline or

morale of ... military ... personnel by actively

encouraging violation of laws, disobedience of lawful

orders and regulations, or disruption of military

activities."'66 The acquisition of information on a

* person "solely because of lawful advocacy of measures

in opposition to U.S. government policy or because of

activity in support of racial and civil rights

interests" is prohibited. 6 7

2. Types of Information That May Be Collected.

The information to be gained must "relate" to the

described collection situation. 68 No record describing

how an individual exercises rights guaranteed by the

first amendment will be maintained unless pertinent to

25



and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement

activity.6 9

3. Limitations on Collection Methods.

To determine whether an actual or potential threat

situation exists, the commander will conduct routine

liaison with local law enforcement agencies and will

conduct "counterintelligence surveys and

inspections." 70 If the commander has reason to believe

that further information about nonaffiliated persons is

needed, further inquiries will be made to local law

* enforcement agencies via the local counterintelligence

liaison unit. If the commander has reason to believe

that an actual or potential threat situation exists,

and the local law enforcement authorities cannot or

will not provide requested information, the commander

may request authority from Department of the Army

(HQDA) to conduct a "special

investigation/operation. ,71

There will be no electronic surveillance except as

authorized by "law and regulation." 7 2 The

Undersecretary must authorize any covert or otherwise

26



deceptive penetration of civilian organizations after

approval by the Defense Investigative Review Committee

(DIRC)." The Undersecretary must approve attendance

at any public or private meetings, demonstrations, or

other similar activities, except where the local

commander "in his judgment," perceives the threat as

immediate and time precludes obtaining prior

approval. "'The commander may dispatch investigators

to observe a demonstration which meets the collection

threshold.~

4. Limitations on Retention

According to DoD Dir. 5200.27, information shall be

destroyed within 90 days of collection unless its

retention is specifically authorized under criteria

estab lished by the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense

76
(Policy Review). No formal criteria have been

published. Nevertheless, AR 380-13 has some criteria

which allow for retention beyond 90 days. Information

may be retained if, in the previous year, the

individual/organization has been connected with an

actual example of violence or criminal hostility

27



directed against the Army; the individual/organization

has been connected to a specific threat to Army

personnel, functions, or property; the

individual/organization's "continuing hostile nature in

the vicinity of Army installations continues to provide

... a significant potential source of harm or

disruption of the installation or its functions;" or

the individual/organization has "... counseled or

published information actively encouraging Army

personnel to violate the law, disrupt military

activities, or disobey lawful orders." 77

* C. Counterintelligence Units.

Unlike the G-2 staff section, the local

counterintelligence unit is a "DoD intelligence

component." 78 Hence the provisions of Army Reg. 381-

10 apply, 79 while DoD Dir. 5200.27 and AR 380-13 are

expressly inapplicable.80

1. Collection Threshold.

AR 381-10 allows for collection of information that

28



identifies a U.S. person only if it is collected for a

specifically enumerated purpose which is an assigned

function of the collecting unit. Intelligence

components may collect information about a person if

the information is "publicly available" or if the

person is "reasonably believed to threaten the physical

security of DoD employees, installations, operations,

or official visitors,"81 Collection of information is

limited, however, to threats posed by terrorists or

82foreign governments. Terrorism is defined as the use

or threat of violent acts to attain goals political,

religious, or ideological in nature. Terrorism in this

context does not require a foreign connection; it may

be wholly sponsored by a domestic group. 8 3 The

collection of information relating to a U.S. person

solely because of lawful advocacy of measures opposed

to Government policy is not authorized. 8 4

2. Types of Information That May Be Collected.

There are no specific regulatory limits on the

content of information that may be collected.

29



3. Limitations on collection methods.

Information should be collected from publicly

available sources with the consent of the subject. If

this approach is "not feasible or sufficient," the

investigator should use other "lawful investigative

techniques. ,85

Certain techniques are specifically controlled.

Physical surveillance8 6 may only be conducted on

87personnel affiliated with the military. Undisclosed

participation in the activities of domestic

organizations is not permitted.88 However, attendance

at public organizational meetings, or meetings or

activities which involve organization members but which

are not functions or activities of the organization

itself, does not constitute participation. 89 It is

unclear whether there are any regulatory limitations on

the use of nonconsensual electronic surveillance, 90

91 9

nonconsensual physical searches, or mail searches. 92

D. Comparison of Regulatory Guidance.

The difference in the applicable guidance may be

30



4
quite significant. If one type of functional personnel

suffers from a regulatory restriction, the commander

(or HQDA) might use another approach to obtain needed

information. CI units appear to be limited to

investigations involving violent acts for political,

religious, or ideological ends; while neither a violent

threat nor a political end is a prerequisite for MP or

G-2 involvement. However, MP involvement may be

limited to on-post demonstrations while the G-2 is

authorized to investigate demonstrations occurring

adjacent to the installation.

CI personnel may not conduct physical surveillance,

* but MP and G-2 personnel are not so limited.

CI personnel may attend public, but not private,

organizational meetings. MP and G-2 personnel,

however, may attend any meeting, public or private,

with the approval of either HQDA, or, in an emergency,

the commander.

CI personnel may not actively participate or

influence the activities of an organization. MP and G-

2 personnel must obtain prior approval before covert or

otherwise deceptive penetration of an organization, but

there is no limitation on the extent of their

31



participation following such penetration.

MP personnel may not place information about purely

political activities, personalities, or activities in

which no crime is indicated or suspected into their

criminal information system; and no personnel may file

information describing how an individual exercises his

first amendment rights unless within the scope, and

pertinent to, an authorized law enforcement activity.
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V. STATUTORY ANALYSIS

A. The Privacy Act

As noted previously, the tumult of the early 1970s

did not produce any legislation that was specifically

directed toward the military. However, the perceived

invasion of privacy resulting from the actions of the

federal government, both civilian and military, 93 did

eventually produce some legislation: the Privacy Act of

19749' [hereinafter "the Act"].

* The focus of the Act is on records maintained by the

government that contain information about a specific

individual. The Act places restrictions on both the

type of information that may be contained in a Privacy

Act record and how that information is used and

disseminated. Most of the Act's provisions only apply

to "systems of records," 95 or records about individuals

that are retrieved by reference to the individual's

name or other personal identifier.

Two provisions of the Act are of specific concern

to the collector of physical security intelligence.
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Subsection (e)(7) 96 provides, with limited exceptions,

that no agency will maintain records describing how

first amendment rights are exercised. Subsection

(e)(1)97 provides that records maintained by the agency

must be relevant and necessary to accomplish a purpose

of the agency.

Physical security intelligence collection will

likely include information about specific persons.

Collection will include evidence of any planning to

disrupt military activities, any past history of

disruption of federal activities, any past advocacy of

such disruption, and any association with groups that

* have advocated or participated in such disruption.

Information received or collected will probably be

recorded in some permanent form (e.g., written, video,

or pictures) for future reference. The information may

be kept in the personal notes of the investigator, or

it may be reproduced and filed in some filing system.

If placed in a filing system, the information will

likely'be placed in a one or more files (e.g., the

United States Army Intelligence and Security Command

(USAINSCOM) Investigative Files, 98 Counterintelligence

Operations Files, 9 9 or Local Criminal Information
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Files'0 0 ) expressly subject to the Act. Even if the

information is not placed in a formally established

filing system the record will still be subject to the

relevant Privacy Act restrictions if it is shared with

anyone in the office.101

1. Subsection (e)(7).

Each agency that maintains a system of records

shall ... maintain no record describing how any

individual exercises rights guaranteed by the

first amendment unless expressly authorized by

* statute or by the individual about whom the

record is maintained or unless pertinent to and

within the scope of an authorized law enforcement

activity.
10 2

Any physical security intelligence in the context of

a demonstration will undoubtedly contain references to

first amendment activity. A record of an individual's

involvement in a demonstration describes the exercise

of the rights of assembly, free speech, and, perhaps,

petition for redress of perceived grievances.
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Additionally, a record which links an individual to

other individuals or groups involved in or planning a

protest describes the exercise of the right of

political association. Finally, a record that

describes advocacy of political change, even through

violent means, describes activity within the scope of

the first amendment.

The only exception to section (e)(7) with any

potential relevance in a physical security intelligence

context is for records that are "... pertinent to and

within the scope of an authorized law enforcement

activity."'10 3 The key issue is whether information

gathering on nonaffiliated civilians to avoid or

alleviate a possible future disruption of military

activities fits within this exception.

The regulatory interpretation and the legislative

history of the Act are ambiguous. The plain meaning of

"law enforcement," however, suggests that the "law

enforcement" exception should not cover physical

security intelligence operations. These sources of

interpretation are discussed in sequence.

a. The OMB Guidelines
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Neither "law enforcement" nor "law enforcement

activity" are defined within the statute. Pursuant to

statutory authorization, 104 the Office of Management and

Budget (OMB) has published Guidelines10 5 on the

interpretation and application of the Privacy Act. The

Guidelines, however, do not clarify the scope of the

law enforcement exception.10 6

b. The Legislative History

The official legislative history of the Privacy Act

is brief, and is not helpful with regard to the law

enforcement exception. The Privacy Act in its final

form was a hasty compromise between competing House and

Senate bills. The language of (e)(7) came from a last

minute House amendment. The official legislative

history is a Senate Report on a previous attempt at

compromise, and the language of (e)(7) did not exist at

the time the official legislative history was drafted.

There is, however, some unofficial legislative

history. Mr. Ichord, the representative who drafted

the final language of (e)(7), submitted a statement
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supportive of a broad, but undefined, interpretation of

"law enforcement activity." Mr. Ichord specifically

mentions investigations for personnel security and

access to classified information as within his concept

of "law enforcement activity."10 7

On the other hand, the unofficial legislative

history in the Senate forms a basis for a contrary

interpretation; an interpretation that would exclude

military physical security operations. Prior to

attempts to integrate the House and Senate versions of

the Act, the Senate bill included certain exemptions

for "investigative information" and "law enforcement

intelligence information."', 0 8 The "investigative

information" exception was limited, by definition, to a

criminal investigation of a specific criminal act

within the statutory jurisdiction of the agency; or an

investigation by an agency empowered to enforce any

federal statute or regulation, the violation of which

subjects the violator to criminal or civil penalties.

The "law enforcement intelligence information"

exception was limited, by definition to information

compiled by law enforcement agencies, which agencies

were further defined as "agenc[ies] whose employees
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or agents are empowered by State of Federal law to make

arrests for violations of State or Federal law."''°9 The

military has no explicit arrest authority for purposes

of physical security operations." 0

The phrase "law enforcement" also appears in three

subsections of the Act other than subsection (e)(7):

subsections (b)(7), (j)(2), and (k)(2). In each

subsection, the phrase "law enforcement" is used in a

similar manner: to describe limited exceptions to the

privacy protections afforded by the Act. The meaning

of "law enforcement" should, therefore, be interpreted

in a consistent manner throughout the Act. Although

(b)(7) and (j)(2) turn out to be of little help in the

interpretation process,111 (k)(2) is interesting.

Section (k) allows certain agencies to exempt

certain records from many substantive provisions of the

Act. Subsection (k)(2) covers "investigatory material

compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than

material within the scope of subsection (j)(2) .... "

According to the OMB, subsection (k)(2)

allows agency heads to exempt a system of records

compiled in the course of an investigation of an

alleged or suspected violation of civil laws,
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including provisions of the Uniform Code of

Military Justice and associated regulations ....

The phrase "investigatory material complied for

law enforcement purposes" is the same phrase as

opened exemption 7 to the FOIA (Freedom of

Information Act) prior to its recent amendment

.... The case law which had interpreted .... "law

enforcement purposes" for the now amended

portions of exemption (b)(7) of the FOIA should

be utilized in defining those terms as they

appear in subsection (k)(2) of the Privacy Act." 2

Exemption 7 of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)n3

was amended' 4 at approximately the same time and by the

same committees"15 that wrote the Privacy Act. The FOIA

amendments put "lawful national security intelligence

investigations" within the scope of "law enforcement

purposes."" 6 The legislative history of the FOIA

amendments indicates that the phrase national security

was intended to include "military security.""117

Even so, "national security intelligence" does not

necessarily encompass "physical security intelligence."

The phrase "national security" is ambiguous and may

be limited to protection against threats emanating from
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foreign entities or domestic groups desiring the

overthrow of the government.118

Additionally, at least one court has specifically

rejected the application of FOIA usages to Privacy Act

terms on the grounds that the two statutes have

radically different purposes.119

c. Subsection (e)(7) Case Law

No federal courts have had occasion to interpret

subsection (e)(7) in the context of a physical security

intelligence operation. The cases that have

interpreted subsection (e)(7) can be divided into two

categories.

The first category involves complaints against the

FBI and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), federal

agencies that are empowered to enforce specific federal

statutes or regulations arguably relevant to the

investigation in question.120 The courts in these cases

did not ponder whether the investigations were

"authorized law enforcement activities," but, rather,

whether the information collected was "pertinent to and

within the scope" of those law enforcement
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activities.121

The second category of cases involved the collection

and maintenance of information on the conduct of

employees. In each employee conduct case, the court

held that (e)(7) was not violated, concluding either

that the record complained of contained no information

describing how the employee exercised his first
122

amendment rights, or concluding that tracking

employee conduct and performance fell within the law

enforcement activity exception.123 The sole support for

the latter proposition was the language of

Representative Ichord and the reference to "personnel

security" in his statement.124 In all these cases the

legislative history from the Senate was ignored;

although one court did note that the employee/employer

relationship was special and closer scrutiny would be

given to any collection of information on nonaffiliated

persons.1
2 5

So the legislative history of the law enforcement

exception is, at best, ambiguous; and the case law

unhelpful. There are some good reasons, however, not

to consider physical security intelligence operations

as within the scope of the law enforcement exception.
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Consider the plain meaning of "law enforcement."

The phrase implies an intent to enforce some positive

law; while the purpose of security functions is

primarily protective. Off-post demonstrations that

might disrupt military activities do not necessarily

involve violations of law within military

jurisdiction,126 and may not encompass criminal

violations of any federal law. 12 Additionally, the use

of the root "force" within "law enforcement" implies

the right to use force; and various definitions and

usages of law enforcement equate law enforcement

authority with specific powers (e.g., the right to

execute searches, to seize evidence, or to make

arrests)128 in connection with violations of specific

laws within the jurisdiction of the one asserting the

authority.129 In conducting physical security

operations, however, the military has no arrest,

search, or seizure powers, at least with regard to

incidents which occur off-post.130

In.fact, the military's right to conduct physical

security operations is essentially the same self-

defense right shared by all persons and entities. To

equate preparations for self-defense with law
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enforcement would enable all persons and organizations

to label their security functions as "law enforcement"

and their security personnel as "law enforcement

officers."

Further, any insistence that physical security

intelligence operations are "law enforcement

activities" risks labeling such operations as violative

of the Posse Comitatus Act. The Posse Comitatus Act

provides that

[w]hoever, except in cases and under

circumstances expressly authorized by the

Constitution or Act of Congress, willfully uses

* any part of the Army or the Air Force as a posse

comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws shall

be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not

more than two years, or both.131

The right of the military to conduct physical security

or protective functions is not expressly authorized by

Congress or the Constitution. 132

In-fact, there is not even an executive order which

addresses physical security intelligence operations.1 33

There is some question, then, even if security

operations are "law enforcement activities," whether
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those operations are "authorized" as specifically

required by (e)(7).

If military physical security operations are

"authorized law enforcement activities," the remaining

issue is whether maintenance of information on

nonaffiliated civilians is pertinent to and within the

scope of that activity. Most courts that have

considered this issue have decided that any information

that is relevant to the law enforcement activity

satisfies the requirement."3 ' The 11th Circuit,

however, applies a tougher standard: the information

must be connected to an investigation of past, present

Sor anticipated violations of statutes which the

investigating agency is authorized to enforce. 135

2. Subsection (e)(1)

"Each agency that maintains a system of records

shall ... maintain in its records only such information

about.an individual that is relevant and necessary to

accomplish a purpose of the agency required to be

accomplished by statute or by executive order of the

President. ,136
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Agencies may choose to exempt some records from this

requirement;137 however, with regard to certain relevant

systems of records (e.g., USAINSCOM investigative files

and local criminal information files), the Department

of the Army has not claimed any exemption for physical

security intelligence.

Subsection (e)(1) is more than a relevancy

standard. Subsection (e)(1) requires that a conscious

decision be made that the information in question is

required to meet the needs of an agency. The

legislative history indicates that the government must

show that maintenance of the information in question is

warranted by some "overriding need of society" and that

the goal of the government in maintaining the

information cannot reasonably be met through

alternative means. 139

OMB, however, has interpreted the underlying purpose

requirement of subsection (e)(1) quite broadly: "By

the Constitution, a statute, or executive order

authorizing or directing the agency to perform a

function, the discharging of which requires the

maintenance of a system of records."'140  Under this

standard, the Secretary's statutory authority to issue
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regulations for the "functioning and efficiency of the

Army'' is probably sufficient implied authority for

physical security intelligence operations. Further,

the cases do not follow the legislative history in

placing the burden on the government to show an

overriding government interest and lack of alternative

solutions when specific information is challenged under

subsection (e)(1). Instead, it appears that the

plaintiff is often required to demonstrate that the

information collected and maintained is "irrelevant" or

"unnecessary" to the function in question.142 This

relaxed relevancy standard weakens subsection (e)(1) as

an effective limit on the type of information collected

for physical security intelligence purposes.

3. Enforcement.

The Act provides for both criminal penalties143 and

civil remedies. Criminal violations are unlikely

under .the physical security intelligence scenario.145

With regard to civil remedies, the Privacy Act can only

be used against the United States, and not against

individual employees of the United States.146
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Suit may be brought against the United States for

violations of subsections (e)(1) or (e)(7) if the

violation had an "adverse effect"'147 on the individual

bringing the suit. If the agency "acted in a manner

which was intentional or willful," the United States

must pay costs, reasonable attorneys fees, and the

greater of $1000 or "actual damage" sustained by the

individual.148

The phrases "adverse effect" and "actual damage"

have been broadly construed by the circuit courts.

Adverse effect includes psychological effects,149 and

extends to fear of an official investigation.15 0

* "Actual damages" encompass all the ordinary elements of

compensatory damages, including those that are not

objectively quantifiable (e.g., pain and suffering due

to mental distress).' 5'

The meaning of "acted in a manner which was

intentional or willful" is less clear. Although

plaintiffs do not have to prove that Agency personnel

actually knew they were violating the Act at the time

of the violation,' 5 2 plaintiffs must demonstrate

behavior exceeding gross negligence,' 5 3 or that "the

agency committed the act without grounds for believing
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it to be lawful."'
5 4

4. Discussion

Although the "relevant and necessary" requirement

of subsection (e)(1) may be satisfied by the current

regulations,15 5 the application of subsection (e)(7)'s

ban on maintenance of first amendment is problematic.

Current physical security intelligence regulations

generally make no distinction between personal,

political, and other information. 156 The only specific

requirement is applicable to the military police:

"Information concerning purely political activities,

personalities, or activities in which no crime is

indicated or suspected, will not be collected,

recorded, or reported." 157 The physical security

intelligence regulations need to be restructured with

an eye toward ensuring compliance with subsection

(e)(7).

Given the difficulty with interpreting subsection

(e)(7), a challenge to the collection and maintenance

of first amendment information may fail to show that

the agency acted "without grounds for believing it to
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be lawful." Although this defense might stop the first

plaintiff, it does not justify failing to bring the

regulations in line with a proper interpretation of

subsection (e)(7). There are several possible changes

to be considered.

One way to avoid the application of the Privacy Act

entirely is to avoid maintenance of information on

identifiable individuals. Information on individuals

that is received, either from military investigators,

outside agencies, or other sources, might be screened

or summarized in such a way as to remove personal

identifiers. Identifying collected data with groups,

and not individuals, eliminates the applicability of

the Act."'5

The maintenance of some information about

individuals may be unavoidable. Individuals who are

group leaders or instigators may have to be identified

and tracked by name. In this case, the legitimate use

of the law enforcement exception to the ban on

maintenance of first amendment information may be

possible. The Army might, in connection with a

physical security investigation, uncover evidence of a

specific past, present, or future violation of the law.
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The information could be forwarded to the applicable

law enforcement agency, which might then open an

investigation and request further assistance. The Army

could then justify its information practices under the

law enforcement exception to subsection (e)(7) by

piggybacking off the law enforcement authority of the

civilian agency.1 59

Some information, however, has so little relevance

to any physical security intelligence operation that it

could be excluded categorically. Information on

personal financial status, educational history, sexual

practices, and religious beliefs could be considered

* for such exclusion.

These concepts and others are considered in a

proposed draft DoD Directive 5200.27, 16 discussed in

section VII. below.

B. POSSE COMITATUS ACT

As indicated previously, the Posse Comitatus Act

(PCA)161 may affect the interaction between the military

and civilian activities. The Army has taken the

position that the PCA does not apply to actions
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undertaken primarily for military or foreign affairs

purposes, including physical security operations.' 6 2

Since there is no express authority to conduct physical

security operations, it is unclear how the Army's

position is derived from the Act.

The Supreme Court has not opined on the extent and

limits of the PCA, but lower courts have generally

defined it as proscribing those actions which are

"regulatory, proscriptive, or compulsory" in nature. 163

Congress has authorized specific forms of assistance

for counternarcotics efforts and in so doing has

specifically disapproved the use of military personnel

in search, seizure, arrest, or similar activities.164

This statutory language could be implied as implicit

approval of the "regulatory, proscriptive, or

compulsive" definition of the PCA.1 65

To the extent that physical security intelligence

operations are passive in nature they are not

"regulatory, proscriptive, or compulsive." Unless the

Army qtherwise labels physical security intelligence

operations as "law enforcement activities,"'166 the PCA

should not prove a burden to those operations.

Additionally, although the PCA provides for criminal
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penalties, it is not independent authority for a civil

cause of action.167
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VI. THE FIRST AMENDMENT

Political groups and individuals, particularly those

that protest official government policy, will not take

kindly to being investigated by a government agency

like the Army. To the extent that particular

investigative or storage techniques run afoul of

particular statutes, like the Privacy Act, the

plaintiffs will have a cause of action against the

agency. The fourth amendment also offers protection

against certain investigative techniques. To stop an

entire investigation, however, the plaintiffs may

* allege that the very existence of the investigation

violates the protestor's first amendment rights.

Specifically, they could allege that just knowing "big

brother"'168 is watching everything they do deters them

from aggressively asserting their freedoms of speech,

assembly, and association. Regardless of the asserted

need for the government surveillance, they will say,

the right to conduct their political activities free of

this "chill" is paramount.' 69
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A. Standing.

As discussed in the historical summary, the only

case to reach the Supreme Court as a challenge to Army

domestic intelligence was Laird v. Tatum."' The

plaintiffs' claim was that the Army investigative

system 'chilled' their first amendment rights. The

Army prevailed in Laird because the plaintiff failed to

properly allege and prove the necessary injury-in-fact

required by the "case or controversy" language in

Article III of the Constitution. Any future plaintiff

Swho wishes to mount a judicial challenge based on an

Army Physical Security Intelligence operation in court

will first have to get by the Laird barrier. In the

twenty years since the Court spoke in Laird, judicial

gloss has reduced the size and scope of plaintiff's

standing hurdle. Analysis of the "law of standing"

provides some insight into how internal military

guidance for physical security intelligence might be

structured to raise the Laird barrier as high as

possible.

(The Laird court) granted certiorari to consider
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whether ... respondents presented a justiciable

controversy in complaining of a 'chilling' effect

on the exercise of their First Amendment Rights

where such effect is allegedly caused, not be any

specific action of the Army against them, but

only by the existence and operation of the

intelligence gathering and distribution system,

which is confined to the Army and related

agencies.17

The Laird court characterized plaintiff's allegations

of "chill" as "subjective," which, under Article III,

were not an adequate substitute for "a claim of

specific present objective harm or a threat of specific

future harm. •"172

Unfortunately, the Laird opinion is ambiguous and

has been interpreted in many different, and often

contradictory, ways.

For example, depending on the court, Laird did (or

didn't) involve plaintiffs who were specific targets of

investigation.173 Laird does (or doesn't) apply to

investigations which go beyond publicly available

sources. 1 7 4 Laird does (or doesn't) mandate some

'regulatory, proscriptive, or compulsory' government
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action to satisfy the minimum requirements of "chill"

175standing.

To avoid the difficult standing barrier of Laird,

lower courts may simply recharacterize "chill" as

"censorship,"' 76 or decide that the entire "holding" of

Laird is meaningless dicta.177

Radically different interpretations of Laird may

stem from the lack of principle underlying the Laird

holding. Article III of the Constitution limits the

jurisdiction of the courts to "cases or controversies."

This constitutional limitation has historically

required that the plaintiff show, among other things,178

* that "he personally has suffered some actual or

threatened injury as a result of the putatively illegal

conduct of the defendant."179 Historically, the Court

has connected the "injury-in-fact requirement" to the

"case or controversy" provision by reasoning that

actual injury motivates the plaintiff to litigate,

which ensures adequate presentation of the case.'8

"Injury in fact" includes physical, monetary, and

psychological injuries. Standing is not limited to

injuries that are past or present, but may also result

from anticipated injuries.181 Logically, the plaintiff
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who is alleging threatened injury, rather than actual

injury, is motivated by a present fear of that injury.

This motivation is the motivation that drives

plaintiffs in chill cases - fear that misuse of

information gathered, or even just the knowledge that

they are targets, will result in loss of employment,

loss of security clearance, loss of reputation, etc..

The only difference between chill cases and other

anticipated injury cases is that the plaintiffs cannot

say exactly what the government might do to them; the

plaintiff can only give a long list of possible future

injuries. The point is that the plaintiff's fear may

* be different in degree (either more or less) than one

who can point to a specific threatened injury, but it

is not a different type of motivator than has

previously been recognized by the court as adequate for

Article III standing. Hence, it should not be excluded

categorically. 182

Laird presents another philosophical problem. Once

the minimum Article III standing requirements are

satisfied, the courts often look to other prudential

factors when deciding whether to consider the merits of

a particular case. The Laird opinion did not address
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one important consideration183 that supports

justiciability and is present in all chill cases. The

first amendment is not just another co-equal element of

the bill of rights. The first amendment "transcends',184

the other nine amendments in the sense that is protects

both individual and societal interests. To the extent

that an individual is limited in his speech, assembly,

or association rights by government action, society is

also injured. In fact, the free exchange of

information is necessary to the basic functioning of a

democratic form of government. 185 By arbitrarily

excluding "subjective chill" plaintiffs, Laird runs

* counter to the previous expansive consideration of

first amendment interests.'8 6

These concepts shed some light on the willingness of

certain post-Laird decisions to stretch Laird's facts

and findings to derive standing. Two Supreme Court

decisions are particularly important.

In Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General1 87

[hereinafter SWP III], decided shortly after the

decision in Laird, Justice Marshall considered an

appeals court decision enjoining the FBI from

monitoring a national convention of the Young Socialist
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Alliance. In determining that the plaintiffs had

standing under the first amendment to challenge the

FBI's surveillance, Marshall distinguished SWP III from

Laird because the alleged surveillance in SWP III had

the "concrete effects of dissuading some delegates from

participating actively in the convention and leading to

possible loss of employment .... [W]hether claimed

chill is substantial or not is a matter to be reached

on the merits."', 8 8 But these injuries are difficult to

distinguish from those alleged in Laird. The

plaintiffs in Laird did allege that their associational

rights had been injured because the Army's surveillance

* had deterred others from talking to them.

Additionally, the plaintiffs in Laird complained that

their future employment opportunities might be

restricted. The only difference between the two cases

(at least as reflected in the facts as stated in the

judicial opinions) was that the Army admitted to

providing its information only to "related civilian

investigative agencies," while the FBI specifically

admitted to providing its information to the federal

agency which made federal employment decisions. Since

the FBI was (and is) one of the Army's "related
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civilian investigative agencies" for domestic

intelligence purposes,' 8 9 this difference amounted to a

superficial distinction. The different outcomes in SPW

III and Laird can rationally be distinguished as

differences in pleadings or an interpretation of Laird

that ignores the Laird facts.
190

In Meese v. Keene, a 1987 Supreme Court decision,

the Court further limited the effective reach of Laird.

Plaintiff Keene, a California state representative,

wanted to show three films produced in Canada. The

Justice Department, in accordance with statutory

authority, determined that the films were "political

propaganda." This determination created a further

requirement for placement of a label at the beginning

of each film identifying briefly where it was from and

who had produced it. Keene objected to the to the

labeling process, claiming that the "political

propaganda" determination chilled his first amendment

right to display the films. He claimed fear of injury

to his reputation and injury to subsequent employment

prospects. As proof, he submitted affidavits and the

results of a poll showing that his constituents would

be less likely to vote for a candidate that displayed
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films labeled as "political propaganda" by the

government. The Court found, unanimously, that the

allegations of reputational injury stemming from

showing such films were sufficient for standing

purposes. 191

Not surprisingly, the lower courts have taken

notice. The most recent surveillance cases192 have

decided the standing issue in favor of the plaintiff.

In Riggs v. City of Albuguergue,1 93 the 10th Circuit

reversed the District Court based only on this pleading

by the plaintiff: "Defendants' (investigative) actions

and those of their agents have caused and continue to

cause a chilling effect on plaintiffs' first amendment

association and free expression rights, the effect of

which causes harm to plaintiffs beyond subjective fear,

including but not limited to injury to personal,

political, and professional reputations" (emphasis in

original).1 94 The opinion does not indicate how this

injury supposedly occurs, or what proof, if any, the

plaintiff was required to submit.

Preferably, physical security intelligence

operations should be conducted in a manner that makes

it difficult for plaintiff to demonstrate standing. A
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case that is disposed of on standing grounds is a case

that requires no discovery or extensive litigation.

The current physical security intelligence

regulations can be modified in two ways to make

standing more of a hurdle. First, surveillance

operations can be conducted in a more covert manner.

Second, more restrictions can be placed on the

dissemination of information that is collected and

retained.

The current regulations are generally silent on

whether an investigative activity should be overt or

covert. When a distinction is made, however, the

regulations favor overt investigation. Although

Congress has expressed a general preference for open

government,196 covert physical security intelligence

operations have several advantages.

First, a person who is unaware of the investigation

may never realize that he (or she) is a potential

plaintiff.

Second, if the investigation is discovered only

after the activity being investigated (e.g., the

demonstration) is completed, any standing may be

limited to a claim for damages and-expungement of
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-files. An injunction against future surveillance

activity may be beyond the plaintiff's reach.'1
97

Third, the overt presence of investigators may

aggravate the chilling injury. As third parties become

aware that certain persons are under surveillance, the

third parties may refuse to become involved with the

targeted persons out of fear of similar government

attention. Alternatively, third parties currently

involved with targeted persons may terminate the

existing relationships (including employment) on the

theory that the targeted persons wouldn't be subject to

government investigation unless there was something

wrong. Overt surveillance may be used as a tool to

deter lawful political activity, and courts may view

overt military surveillance as evidence of a bad faith

purpose instead of a good faith physical security

purpose.19 Evidence of bad faith makes it more likely

that a court will find standing.'99

Surveillance can become "overt" in various ways,

with negative results for the investigators. Several

cases cite the purposeful transfer to third parties of

information gained through surveillance as

unreasonable.20 Another case cites the purposeful
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transfer, without lawful purpose, of the fact that

plaintiffs were targets of police surveillance as

sufficient to create standing. 20 1 In another case,
202

Paton v. LaPrade, a high school student working on a

school project sent for some information from the

Socialist Workers Party (SWP). The FBI received the

student's name from the postal service pursuant to a

standing mail cover203 on SWP mail. An FBI agent went

to her school and spoke with the principal and vice-

principal, at which point the FBI discovered

plaintiff's educational purposes and apparently decided

to close the case. "News of the investigation spread

through her school, her community, and the country.",204

Based in part on her newfound notoriety, the student

filed a claim against the FBI for violation of first

amendment rights through stigmatization, even though

there was no evidence that the FBI had done anything

beyond talking with the two school officials. On

appeal of the District Court's grant of summary

judgment for the FBI, the Court of Appeals found that

the plaintiff's allegations were sufficient and

remanded for additional proceedings. The Paton case

indicates both the importance, and the difficulty, of
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keeping an operation covert.

The fourth and final reason to use overt

surveillance in lieu of covert surveillance is the

affect of overt surveillance on the physical security

threat. Surveillance that deters lawful political

association may not be a like deterrent on significant

security threats. Overt surveillance may simply alert

the criminals and make them more careful in their

planning.

Current physical security intelligence regulations

also provide for wide latitude in what information can

be stored and how it can be used. There are no real

* distinctions made between personal and other

information. 20 5 Files are reviewed annually based on a

relevance standard, and the local commander has great

206discretion over what to retain.°6 The information is

widely available within the federal government and

elsewhere for employment and other considerations

unrelated to physical security.207

As- indicated by SWP, Meese and lower court

decisions,208 the mere possibility that future

employment opportunities will be damaged by information

disseminated by the surveilling agency may provide
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standing. Consideration should be given to restricting

the use of physical security intelligence to security

purposes, and destruction of collected data once the

immediate threat is passed. 2 °9

These considerations are incorporated into the

proposed draft DoD Directive 5200.27 (appendix A),

discussed in Section VII below.
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B. Substantive First Amendment Claim.

As the previous section indicates, a grant of

summary judgment to the defendant for lack of standing

is no longer assured. Challenges to government

investigations, including physical security

intelligence operations, are likely to reach the

merits.

Almost all first amendment claims involve some form

of chill injury, but it arises in different ways.

The most common claim involves a specific statute

that prohibits or requires some form of conduct. The

plaintiff wants to do something that is protected by

the first amendment but the statute operates to "chill"

him from his desired activity.2 10

A different type of chilling injury derives from the

government's collection of information on an activity

that is unusual or unorthodox. In this latter

category, there are many Supreme Court cases that

examine the limits of legislative power to investigate

alleged subversive activities. All these legislative

investigation cases, however, involve some direct
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application of government power to force cooperation,

usually in an effort to obtain membership lists or

211other evidence of association

Finally, there are the "pure surveillance" cases, or

.cases which involve government collection of

information but no government projection of regulatory,

proscriptive, or compulsive power. Physical security

intelligence operations are pure surveillance cases.

Unfortunately, court decisions providing detailed

analytical guidance for pure surveillance cases are

few. For this reason, analysis begins with recent,

more general, pronouncements on first amendment

methodology.

In Texas v. Johnson, 212 a 1989 case, the Court

reversed a criminal conviction under a state statute

213prohibiting flag desecration . The Johnson Court set

forth a general methodology for analyzing first

amendment claims.

The first step is to determine whether the

challenged regulation or activity impacts on

"expressive conduct," 214 as distinguished from

"nonexpressive conduct." If the only impact is on

nonexpressive conduct, there is no First Amendment
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issue. Plaintiff's allegation of chill from physical

security operations will surely include the alleged

chill of "expressive conduct.",215

The next juncture is crucial. "If [plaintiff's]

conduct [is] expressive, we next decide whether the

State's [activity] is related to the suppression of

free expression .... [I]f the State's [activity] is not

related ... , then the less stringent standard we

announced in United States v. O'Brien for regulations

of noncommunicative conduct controls.",216 If an

activity or regulation is categorized as "related to

suppression," the activity will be subjected to "the

most exacting scrutiny. ,217 Avoidance of such a strict

scrutiny review is important to the survival of a

regulatory scheme. 218

The activity is "related to suppression" if it is

expressly directed at the communicative part of the

conduct or if it is otherwise undertaken because of the

communicative element.21' The former situation is

usually clear from the language of the regulation (or

other authority) under which the action is taken, while

the latter requires an analysis of the actor's specific

220motivation°. Physical security intelligence
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regulations must be carefully crafted to ensure that

they neither allow for, nor create the appearance of,

improper motivation on behalf of those who implement

the regulations. Unfortunately, the existing

regulations are not satisfactory in this regard.

The regulations are doubtless intended to be content

neutral: regardless of the politics of those

protesting, the focus of any investigation should be on

acts that directly affect the security of DoD

personnel, property, and functions. The regulations

are written in such a way, however, that a

decisionmaker could authorize an investigation, in

whole or part, based on the message of the protestors.

Failure to limit the discretion of the decisionmaker

can be fatal. 22'

AR 380-13 provides that physical security

intelligence operations may only be commenced "if there

is a reasonable basis to believe that ...

demonstrations immediately adjacent to Army

installations ... are of a size or character ... that

they are likely to interfere with the conduct of

military activities.",222 None of these terms are

defined. An official could conclude that "interference
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with military activities" is limited to the possibility

of physical penetration of the post. He could also

reason that the phrase includes the obstruction of

military traffic after it leaves post. Unfortunately,

he could also reason that "interference with military

activities" includes interference with the image or the

performance of the military in a less direct way. For

example, demonstrations that are near the post will be

observed and overhead by some soldiers, and the anti-

war message might be overheard by some soldiers and

thus damage morale. This last interpretation is one

related to speech (i.e., the demonstrator's message)

and not to conduct (e,.g., blockage of a convoy). Such

an interpretation, or even the possibility of such

interpretation, could place a physical security

collection operation under "strict scrutiny" review.

A related problem afflicts both DoD 5200.27 and AR

380-13. The following is a separate justification for

collection of information on nonaffiliated persons:

"Subversion of loyalty, discipline, or morale of DoD

military or civilian personnel by actively encouraging

violation of law, disobedience of lawful order or

regulation, or disruption of military activities." 223
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Buried in this sentence is the following justification:

"Subversion of ... morale ... by actively encouraging

... disruption of military activities." Again, the

meaning of these terms is uncertain, with the potential

for misinterpretation and misapplication.22 4

The vagueness of both AR 380-13 and DoD Dir. 5200.27

is exacerbated through the use of the following

language: "No information shall be acquired about a

person or organization solely because of lawful

advocacy of measures in opposition to U.S. Government

policy .... 225 This language implies that lawful

advocacy, although not permitted as the sole reason for

collecting information, may be a reason for an

operation (emphasis added). Hence the approval

authority may base a decision to investigate in part on

the demonstrators' message and in part on their medium

(e.g., a protest outside the gate). Two federal courts

have struggled in interpreting similar language and

have been unable to agree on its meaning. 2 26

The. "lawful advocacy" language creates additional

confusion within these regulations. "Active

encouragement of ... disruption of military activities"

is a separate justification for collection operations,
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but such a justification, if used, would be equivalent

to an authorization based "solely on lawful advocacy."

In Brandenberq v. Ohio,227 the Supreme Court considered

an Ohio statute that criminalized "advocating ... the

duty, necessity, or propriety of crime ... or other

unlawful methods ... as a means of accomplishing ...

political reform., 2 2 8 The Court held that the

government could not criminalize such advocacy, even

advocacy of illegal activity, except where such

advocacy "is directed to inciting or producing imminent

action and is likely to produce such action." But the

current regulations fail to spell out this important

caveat, rendering further misapplication of the

"actively encouragement of ... disruption of military

activities" a likely occurrence.

If an activity is conducted for a properly defined,

speech neutral purpose, Johnson indicates that analysis

continues under the "less stringent" standard of United

States v. O'Brien.29 O'Brien burned his draft card in

protest of the draft and was prosecuted under a statute

that made knowing destruction or mutilation of a draft

card a criminal offense. The Court concluded that the

conduct in question (burning the card) was expressive
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conduct; and that the statute, at least on its face,

was speech neutral. The Court then stated the

following:

To characterize the quality of the government

interest which must appear, the Court has

employed a variety of descriptive terms:

compelling; substantial; subordinating;

paramount; cogent; strong. Whatever imprecision

inheres in these terms, we think it clear that a

government regulation is sufficiently justified

if it is within the constitutional power of the

government; if it furthers an important or

substantial governmental interest; if the

governmental interest is unrelated to the

suppression of free expression; and if the

incidental restriction on alleged First Amendment

freedoms is no greater than is essential to the

furtherance of that interest.2 3

A slightly different, and more succinct, methodology

was se.t forth in a subsequent Supreme Court decision:

Clark v. Community for Creative Nonviolence

[hereinafter Clark v. CCNV]. 2 3' In Clark v. CCNV, the

Court considered the constitutionality of park service
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regulations banning overnight camping as they applied

to protest groups who wanted to emphasize the plight of

the homeless by sleeping overnight in Lafayette Park.

Citing O'Brien, the Court stated that "symbolic

expression of this kind may be forbidden or regulated

if the conduct itself may constitutionally be

regulated, if the regulation is narrowly drawn to

further a substantial government interest, and if the

interest is unrelated to the suppression of free

speech." 2 3 2 Clark v. CCNV is particularly important as

a weather vane of Supreme Court movement on substantive

first amendment law, as the case is relatively recent

(1984) and represents a consensus of seven justices,

including all those justices who dissented in Johnson.

Both O'Brien and Clark v. CCNV emphasize the government

purpose as a paramount consideration, and, if the

regulation is focused on the government purpose,

consider any attendant abridgement of first amendment

rights as secondary. In fact, the cases, particularly

Clark v. CCNV, suggest that the degree of impact on

first amendment rights borders on the irrelevant. The

O'Brien test does mention incidental effect on the

first amendment; the Clark v. CCNV test doesn't refer
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to the amendment at all. The majority in Clark v. CCNV

refused to consider various proposed alternative

regulations that might have had less impact on first

amendment protected expression, stating only that

"respondents do not suggest that there was, or is, any

barrier to delivering to the media, or to the public by

other means, the intended message concerning the

homeless. ,233

Chilling injuries are different, however, in

character than the injuries suffered when a specific

form of expression or expressive conduct is denied. A

chill injury does not affect the mode of transmission

of a message, but affects the speaker or the audience

directly. If one party is afraid to listen or

associate with another party, there may be no effective

means of transmission. The issue becomes whether this

difference is sufficient to alter the first amendment

analysis. The answer is probably not.

A survey of the few court challenges to "pure"

surveillance activities is now appropriate. The first

significant surveillance case is Local 309, United

Furniture Workers, C.I.O., v. Gates [hereinafter

Gates], 234 decided in 1949 by the District Court for the
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Northern District of Indiana. A labor union, Local

309, was involved in a contentious strike that, on

occasion, resulted in acts of violence. The union held

its regular meetings in the county courthouse. Members

of the local police, generally considered unfriendly to

the union, openly attended the meetings and took notes.

The police would not leave when asked. When the union

filed suit to enjoin the police surveillance, the

police asserted an interest in preventing violence,

both at the meetings and at the strike locations. On

the basis that there was no evidence supporting a

connection between the violent acts and the union or

its meetings, the court enjoined the police from

further attendance at the meetings. The standard of

review chosen by the court, citing the Supreme Court in

Thomas v. Collins, 235 was the then prevailing strict

scrutiny standard: "Any attempt to restrict those

liberties [secured by the first amendment] must be

justified by clear public interest, threatened not

doubtfully or remotely, but by clear and present

danger." 236 It was unclear whether the Gates court

accepted the police justification - the prevention of

violence - at face value, or whether it decided the
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case on the presumption of improper motive.23 7 If the

Gates court accepted that the police surveillance was

good faith, then applying the strict scrutiny standard

of Thomas was arguably incorrect as the Thomas case

involved a direct restraint on speech . 8 In any event,

the Gates court may have managed to associate the

strict scrutiny test with some surveillance chill

claims. Since Gates, two state courts29 have used the

strict scrutiny analysis in discussing pure chill

cases, but in both cases the courts also found that the

government investigation was not properly defined in

terms of legitimate purpose or scope. 24 0

* Two Supreme Court cases which found standing in

connection with chill injuries provide some insight

into how the Court will analyze chill claims on the

merits. In Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney

241General,, Circuit Justice Marshall considered the

merits of a requested injunction that would keep the

Federal Bureau of Investigation from conducting

surveillance at the Young Socialist Alliance' annual

convention. The YSA had formally renounced the use of

violence, but the FBI was still concerned about a

minority faction, the "Internationalist Tendency,"
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which espoused violence and was seeking to take control

of the YSA. The convention was open to the public, and

the FBI planned to use confidential informants at the

convention to record identities of participants and

take notes on the substance of their remarks. No

photographic or electronic surveillance, or searches of

any kind, were planned, and information collected was

only available within the government. The plaintiffs

alleged the presence of the FBI informers chilled their

associational and speech rights. The District Court 242

granted the injunction, citing Gates and the fact that

the FBI was unable to produce any evidence connecting

the YSA to violence or illegal activity during the past

34 years. The Court of Appeals stayed the injunction,

except for the dissemination of information within the

government to the agency responsible for federal

employment,243 citing a concern that plaintiffs probably

would be unable to prevail on the merits due to lack of

standing and the FBI's legitimate interest in the

244Internationalist Tendency. The Court of Appeals

concluded the evidence supporting the allegations of

chill did not outweigh the harm caused to the FBI (the

unmasking of its informants).
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Justice Marshall affirmed the judgment of the Court

of Appeals. He recognized the plaintiff's allegations

as sufficient for standing, but accepted the balancing

analysis employed by the Court of Appeals. 245 Four

factors were weighed in the government's favor: the

public nature of the event; the limited nature of the

surveillance activity itself; the lack of activity

intended to disrupt the convention, and the assurances

that there would be no distribution of collected

information to nongovernmental entities or to the Civil

Service Commission. Marshall's holding implicitly

rejected the application of a strict scrutiny standard

246to claims of chill, at least where the extent or

nature of the chill is uncertain. 247

In Meese v. Keene, 248 the full Court was given an

opportunity to classify a chill case under the strict

scrutiny standard, but declined to do so. As discussed

previously, 249 Keene challenged a federal statute that

allowed for the labeling of certain films as "political

propaganda," including some films that he wished to

show. Keene said that he could not show the films

because of damage to his reputation and career. The

District Court250 labeled the effect of the statute as
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"censorship," which is arguably a correct description

of an act which chills someone from delivering a

message. The censorship label, however, categorized

the case as a prior restraint. Prior restraints are

subject to close scrutiny, and bear "a heavy

presumption against (their) constitutional validity." 25 1

The District Court found the statute unconstitutional,

and the Attorney General appealed the case directly to

the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court refused, however,

to place this chill claim in the prior restraint or

censorship category.25 2

The factual basis for beginning an investigation has

* been a key consideration in pure surveillance cases.

If an investigator has insufficient basis upon which to

suspect that an investigation is warranted, a full and

ongoing investigation will be deemed unreasonable. In

Clark v. Library of Congress,253 a bookshelver at the

Library of Congress was subjected to a full FBI

investigation based on his occasional attendance at

meetings of the Young Socialist Alliance. Friends,

family, and co-workers were interviewed. The

investigators asked them personal questions about

Clark. As a result, Clark's family pressured him to
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give up his political activities, and Clark perceived

that he failed to receive favorable consideration for

several intra-library positions that he applied for

subsequent to the investigation. The D.C. Circuit

Court of Appeals held, where there was no apparent

factual basis for an investigation other than

legitimate political beliefs, the investigation was

unlawful. In a recent decision, Alliance to End

Repression v. City of Chicago, 25 4 a District Court

enjoined the FBI from continuing an investigation into

a political organization. The court concluded that the

investigation was unreasonable because the original

source of information was an informer whose credibility

had never been verified.25 5

Unfortunately, the current physical security

regulations present ample opportunity for attack based

on the reasonableness of authorized investigative

techniques. Other than the vague language about "lawful

advocacy" previously discussed, DoD Dir. 5200.27 has no

guidance concerning the type or quality of factual

information necessary to support a physical security

intelligence investigation. AR 380-13 is similarly

silent, save for the doubly tenuous "Reasonably believe
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... likely to [interfere with military activities]." 256

As noted in the previous discussion of existing

regulatory guidance, there is also a wide disparity

amongst the regulations affecting physical security

concerning the types of investigation techniques that

may be used. Some of the techniques available under

the more relaxed guidance have been attacked by courts

considering pure surveillance cases, and need to be

carefully considered. In addition, the guidance should

be as uniform as possible, so that a legal attack on

the lack of a restriction in one regulation cannot be

supported by reference to another regulation that

* contains the restriction.

Taken as a whole, the cases support certain

conclusions. Courts will decide pure surveillance

cases based on the purpose and scope of the

government's investigation. No court has ever held

there was too much chill to overcome a proper

government investigation conducted in a reasonable

fashion. In particular, where the government

satisfies its burden as to proper purpose, the Supreme

Court refuses to apply strict scrutiny and will find

for the government, at least where the plaintiff does
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not make a strong showing of actual chill injury.

Hence, if the government can show proper purpose and

scope, and affirmative consideration to investigative

techniques that reduce or avoid chill, the government

will prevail. A draft directive that satisfies these

requirements is located at appendix A and discussed in

Part VII, below.
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VII. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED REGULATORY CHANGES

Both the current DoD Dir. 5200.27 (Appendix B) and

AR 380-13 (Appendix C) need significant changes." 7 The

thesis contains a proposed draft (appendix A) of a new

DoD Dir. 5200.27. A new AR 380-13 can be created to

reflect the changes in policy and detailed guidance

contained in the draft DoD Directive 5200.27.258 The

following discussion is keyed to the paragraphs of the

proposed draft of DoD Dir. 5200.27.

A. Reissuance and Purpose

This provision deletes reference to the "Defense

Investigative Program." This program was established

pursuant to DoD Directive 5200.26, Defense

Investigative Program, February 17, 1971, which was

cancelled, and not reissued, on 12 June 1979.

B. Applicability and Scope

Paragraph B.2.c. is new. The paragraph recognizes
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that DoD should not employ unfettered collection

operations just because a person or organization has

some affiliation with the DoD, unless there is a

connection between the information sought and the

affiliation. For example, proposed surveillance of a

contractor who participates in a political rally should

be subject to the restrictions of DoD 5200.27 if the

rally bears no reasonable connection to the

contractor's work performance.

C. Definitions

* There was no definitions paragraph in the old

directive, and key terms need definition. The

definitions are discussed as the terms are developed

below.

D. Policy

No change.

E. Situations Warranting Collection
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Subparagraph E.l., previously entitled "Protection

of DoD functions and property," is entirely rewritten.

The investigation and prosecution of crimes (a classic

"law enforcement" function) is conceptually different

from security, and is taken out of E.1. and placed at

E.4. The Clark v. Community for Creative Nonviolence

mandate that the regulation "further a substantial

interest ... unrelated to free speech ,259 is employed in

redrafting paragraph E.1.

A "substantial government interest" must be defined.

The overriding mission of the military is to protect

the nation against foreign aggression. The ability to

defend against and deter foreign aggression can be

defined as protection of "national security."

Intelligence operations with a discernible connection

to national security will satisfy the "substantial

government interest" requirement. The definition of

"national security" is included in paragraph B.

Certain threats, such as theft or destruction of.

property and violence to personnel, are specifically

listed in paragraph E.l. because the impact of this

type of activity on morale and readiness will always

have some arguable connection to national security.
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The investigation of threats involving use of force or

violence is likely to be useful in the sense that it

will spur local authorities, or even the FBI, 260 to

preempt the act and void the threat.

The commander's authority on the installation, and

authority to protect the installation, also justify

physical security intelligence operations where

physical invasion of the installation is suspected.26'

Paragraph E.1. concludes with a "national security"

catchall. A demonstration which affects the movement

of nuclear and chemical weapons, for example, probably

fits within the "national security" catchall; while a

demonstration that simply slows everyday commuter

traffic would fail to meet this standard. Even a

peaceful demonstration that blocks or delays military

traffic may fail the national security standard. In

the worst case scenario, the result of a peaceful

blockade is simply delay until the local authorities

are called to clear passage. And, in this worst case

scenario, an investigation is unlikely to produce

anything of "national security" value. Confirmation of

a planned blockade might be passed to the local

authorities in the hopes that they will provide enough
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manpower to clear the passage faster - with a net

positive effect of reducing the delay. The key issue

in each case will be whether the delay, in and of

itself, has "national security" implications.

The proposed government action must be "... within

the constitutional power of the government.", 262 The

importance of limiting action to "substantial

government interests" is highlighted by this part of

the Clark v. CCNV mandate. The authority of the

military to interfere in civil affairs, discussed

previously, 263 dissipates in proportion to the distance

from the installation of attempted exercise. The

military can always argue that it has the right to

defend itself, no matter what the damage to individual

first amendment rights. The argument is strongest,

however, when limited to situations of a national

security character.

The proposed government action must be

unrelated to the suppression of free speech.", 264

Paragraph E.1. is written so that only the actual

threat of physical acts (theft, destruction, force,

violence, unauthorized entry, physical disruption)

justify investigation.265 Whether the threat results
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from a demonstration or other arguably political event

is irrelevant, so specific references to demonstrations

have been deleted. If information about subversion, or

attempted subversion, is desired, it should be treated

as a criminal matter or a personnel security matter,

not as a physical security problem.26 6

F. Collection Procedures

The Clark v. CCNV mandate that the regulation be

"narrowly drawn" 267 is implemented here.

If the local authorities, law enforcement or

otherwise, will provide the needed information, there

is no need for an independent military investigation.

Approval authority should flow from the civilian

leadership,268 yet the existing regulations provide for

emergency action by the commander without significant

limits on the commander's discretion.269 The proposed

draft DoD Dir. 5200.27 provides that, even in an

emergency situation, someone other than the local

commander must consider the situation in detail and

ultimately approve of the operation. In addition, the

same approval standards should be used for judging a
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proposed intelligence operation whether or not it is

labeled "emergency."

If investigation is proposed based on an unverified

or incredible source, the focus of the initial

investigation will be on verifying the credibility of

the source. 2 70

If an activity can be restructured to avoid the

potential reach of any perceived threat, no additional

investigation is warranted. In the absence of some

threat of entry onto the installation, for example, a

peaceful demonstration which will not impact every

available gate does not require investigation.

The commander can simply use alternative gates.

The factual basis for collection is set forth in

paragraph F.l.b. The reasonable suspicion standard is

taken from Terry v. Ohio. The reasonable suspicion

standard in Terry provides a fairly objective standard

that is developed, and will continue to develop, in the

case law.

All references to "advocacy" and "lawful advocacy"

are eliminated from the directive as unnecessary and

confusing. One commentator, citing BrandenberQ v.

Ohio,273 argues that evidence of advocacy of illegal
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conduct, where such advocacy falls short of the

Brandenberg criminalization threshold, cannot provide a

constitutional basis of support for initiating an

investigation of a political organization. The thesis

rejects the proposition that investigation based on

advocacy of criminal conduct is unconstitutional.

Brandenberq set standards for the direct

criminalization of speech, a legislative act which

directly implicates the first amendment. A proper

investigation, focused on some future physical act but

initiated based on speech, is not a criminalization of

speech such as that challenged in Brandenberg.

More importantly, the philosophic underpinning of

Brandenberg limits its use as an analytic analogy in

considering the constitutionality of investigative

activities. By holding that advocacy of illegal

conduct cannot be criminalized unless combined with

direct incitement to imminent illegal conduct and a

reasonable likelihood that such illegal conduct would

come about, the Brandenberg Court was attempting to

create a breathing space between speech which is

clearly protected by the first amendment and speech

which can be criminalized. Speech in this breathing
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space, which might include advocacy of criminal conduct

without an immediate prospect of harm, is not itself

constitutionally favored; it just cannot be

criminalized for fear that truly protected speech

(e.g., a discussion of communist and marxist ideology)

will be chilled if the speaker has to agonize over the

definition of "advocacy.",274 To the extent a physical

security intelligence investigation is initiated in or

around speech in the Brandenberg breathing space (e.g.,

mere advocacy of illegal conduct), the chill does not

directly impact constitutionally favored speech.

Further, since the chill of an investigation is less

than that of a criminal prosecution, any indirect

impact on constitutionally favored speech (e.g., a

discussion of U.S. military policy) is attenuated.

Definitions of lawful advocacy and proper breathing

space are too abstract for meaningful guidance. The

proposed directive combines the reasonable suspicion

requirement with an imminent harm requirement that

focuses the investigation on real time threats. Even

if investigation is based solely on "advocacy," lawful

or otherwise, the reasonable suspicion and imminent

harm requirements should satisfy any constitutional
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challenge based on Brandenberg.

Paragraphs E.l.f. and E.1.g. of the draft DoD

Directive restrict the range of available investigative

techniques. The restrictions are based on the

following balance: if a given technique is not

absolutely necessary for real time physical security

requirements, the amount of chill the technique might

cause is weighed against the investigative value of the

technique. The restrictions chosen also bring DoD

5200.27 closer in substance to the restrictions in the

intelligence component regulations: DoD Reg. 5240.1-R

and AR 381-10.

The draft directive favors covert surveillance over
275

overt surveillance. As previously discussed, covert

surveillance is preferred from the standpoint of

reducing any chill injury.

The draft directive favors the use of publicly

available sources of information. The courts have

approved of investigations limited to public meetings

and public sources. 276

The draft directive places limits on the use of

informers who are officers of the targeted

organization.. The cases have not disapproved of the
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use of informers or infiltrators per se,2" but if the

informer is an officer of the group investigated, the

courts may imply some internal interference beyond the

278scope of a reasonable investigation.

The draft directive prohibits the use of any device

that records video or audio data in permanent form.279

Consider a hypothetical rally involving a homosexual

group protesting military personnel policies outside a

military installation. A man in uniform is observing

the proceedings. The man may not be particularly

threatening; perhaps he is a policeman there simply to

keep order should a disturbance break out. The

* policeman suddenly picks up a camera or a videotape

recorder and starts taking pictures of people at the

demonstration. The chill factor would increase

markedly as attendees wondered who the man was and why

he was taking photographs. Interest in the activities

of the group would probably cool for those who were

afraid of being personally associated with the group or

its message.

Contrast the effect of photography with the need for

it. While a permanent record may be useful in a future

law enforcement proceeding, it is of only marginal
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value to an investigation intended to discover and

counter a real-time security threat. Audio recording

devices are of similarly limited value, although they

are a little less invasive because they only record the

speaker (and not the listener) and the speaker is not

necessarily identifiable from the tape.

The draft directive contains a ban on direct

participation in a search, seizure, or arrest to

emphasize the minimum requirements of the Posse

Comitatus Act. 28 °

Overt physical surveillance is particularly

intimidating. There is no reason, however, to restrict

* covert physical surveillance operations.

Collection procedures for personnel security

operations, operations related to civil disturbances,

and criminal investigations or prosecutions for which

DoD has responsibility (paras G.2. through G.4,

respectively) may be the same. These topics are beyond

the scope of the thesis.

H. Retention of Information.

This paragraph sets out a very restrictive approach
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to the retention of information. There are strong

arguments that the Privacy Act ban on the collection of

information describing the exercise of first amendment

rights applies to physical security intelligence

operations.281 There are several cases that focus

negatively on the possibility that personal information

gathered during the course of political surveillance

might become public or otherwise be used for unrelated

purposes within the government. 282 In fact, blanket

routine uses of the USAINSCOM Intelligence Files and

Local Criminal Information Files, where physical

* security intelligence information is likely to be,

include release within the government for purposes of

hiring, firing, contracting, obtaining a security

clearance, etc..283

The draft directive requires that, whenever

possible, personal information be summarized to

nonpersonal form. Such summarization renders the

284Privacy Act inapplicable. The draft directive

forbids the collection or retention of certain

information, including personal financial, educational,

sexual, and religious information. This information is

largely irrelevant to real-time physical security
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requirements, and the lack of such information makes it

more difficult for a plaintiff to show "adverse

effect",285 or to claim that the directive is not

"narrowly drawn.", 28 6 Finally, all information which is

collected must be reviewed every 90 days, and personal

information may only be retained if the subject is

still an imminent threat to national security.

Another alternative, which is not employed in this

draft directive, would be to create a new "physical

security intelligence" systems of records, with no use

or dissemination except to other law enforcement

agencies, and even then only when necessary to avert

immediate harm or to facilitate ongoing physical

security operations.

Finally, the directive should be published in the

federal register. Publishing will put the potential

plaintiff on notice of when the military might initiate

surveillance. Armed with such notice, the plaintiff

can structure his protest or activities without

incurring any military investigation or any attendant

chill. As the Supreme Court implied in Clark v.

Community for Creative Non-Violence, 287 the existence of

any alternative way to communicate a message, even if
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not the plaintiff's preferred way of communication,

will defeat an attack on an otherwise proper exercise

of government power.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

Anti-war and anti-military demonstrations have

occurred during every modern conflict. When such

demonstrations are anticipated outside an installation,

the commander wants to know as much as possible about

the demonstrators and any potential threat to

installation facilities, personnel, or operations.

Unfortunately, the Army's internal procedures for

obtaining such information are confusing and

contradictory. As a consequence, commanders may

illegally collect and retain information and subject

the Army to litigation and poor publicity.

By linking physical security intelligence

investigations to specific national security interests,

by connecting specific threats to the interest

affected, by setting threshold information requirements

for triggering investigations, and by using carefully

drawn standards of retention and use, the regulations

can become "narrowly drawn to further substantial

government interests ... that are unrelated to the

suppression of speech."

This approach ensures that both the requirements of
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the Privacy Act and the First Amendment are satisfied,

without sacrificing the flexibility the commander needs

to carry out essential missions.
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demonstration. AR 380-13, para. 6a(4).

46 AR 190-13, para. 1-5q(1).

47 Army Reg. 190-30, Military Police Investigations, para.

3-14a(4) (1 June 1978)[hereinafter AR 190-30].
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Enforcement Reporting, para. 2-6a (30 Sept. 1988)[hereinafter AR

190-45](discussion of purpose of criminal information program).
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connection, the argument can be made that any military police

activity for physical security purposes is "not

counterintelligence related," and is therefore within the

exception to AR 380-13. Physical security operations may also be
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para. 3-18a.
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50 DoD Dir. 5200.27, para. D.1.

51 Id., para. E.2.

52 Id., para. E.1.

53 AR 190-30, para. 3-18a.

54 Army Reg. 340-21, The Army Privacy Program, para. 4-5 (5

July 1985)[hereinafter AR 340-21]. This language is taken

verbatim from the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(7)
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. accompanying text.

55 DoD Dir. 5200.27, para. C.3.
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be retained beyond 90 days. The application of AR 380-13 to
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note 40 and accompanying text.

64 Although DoD Dir. 5200.27 excludes "DoD intelligence

components," the staff G-2 is not such a component. DoD
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intelligence units and commands, along with a catch-all for other

staffs and organizations when used for "foreign intelligence or

counterintelligence purposes." Dep't of Defense Directive

5240.1, DoD Intelligence Activities, para. 4 (April 25,

1988)[hereinafter DoD Dir. 5240.1]. Both foreign intelligence
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involving foreign powers or international terrorists. DoD Dir.

5240.1, paras. 3 and 4. The staff G-2 is not one of the

specifically listed intelligence units or commands, and the
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Order No. 12,333, 46 Fed. Reg. 59941 (1981)(U.S. Intelligence

Activities), and Army Reg. 381-10, U.S. Army Intelligence

Activities (1 July 1984)[hereinafter AR 381-10], are
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65 AR 380-13, para. 6a.
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66 Id., para. 6a(3).

67 Id., para. 9a.

68 Id., para. 6c(2).

69 AR 340-21, para. 4-5.

70 AR 380-13, para 6b. Reference is made to Army

Regulation 381-130, which was superceded by AR 381-20 in

September, 1975.

71 AR 380-13, para. 6b.

72 AR 380-13, para. 9c.
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of Defense Directive 5200.26, Defense Investigative Program
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74 AR 380-13, para 9e.
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76 DoD Dir. 5200.27, para. F.4.

77 AR380-13, para. 8b.

78 See discussion supra note 64 and accompanying text.
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of "law enforcement activities" ("Activities undertaken for the

purpose of detecting violations of law or to locate and apprehend

persons who violate the law .... " (AR 381-i0, Appendix A, para.

18)), along with the remaining language of para. A.3., indicates

that security measures taken prior to the commission of an actual

criminal act would not be "law enforcement activities."

80 DoD Dir. 5200.27, para. B.3.; AR 380-10, para. 2.

Although AR 380-13 specifically discusses the role of the local

counterintelligence liaison unit, to the extent this role is

O inconsistent with the provisions of AR 380-10 (a more recent

regulation), the provisions of AR 380-w13 are inapplicable.

81 AR 381-10, Procedure 2, para C.7. Army Reg. 381-20,

U.S. Army Counterintelligence Activities, para. 2-2(f)(2) (27

Oct. 1986)[hereinafter AR 381-20] provides that "Army CI may take
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82 AR 381-20 goes beyond DoD intelligence directives

(i.e., Dep't of Defense Directive 5240.2, DoD Counterintelligence

(June 6, 1983)[hereinafter DoD Dir. 5240.2] and DoD Dir. 5240.1)
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Glossary (definition of counterintelligence includes terrorism;

terrorism not limited to foreign connection) and para. 3-2b(3)

(specific counter-terrorism role) with DoD Dir. 5240.2, para. C.1
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war).

83 AR 381-20, Glossary, at 22.

84 AR 381-10, Procedure 2, para. A.

85 Id., Procedure 2, para. D.

86 Physical surveillance is defined as "a systematic and
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basis, or the acquisition of a nonpublic communication by a
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means not involving electronic surveillance." Id., Procedure 9,

para. B.

87 Id., Procedure 9, para. C.1. Different criteria apply
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88 Id., Procedure 10, para C.la. This provision limits
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DoD Dir. 5240.1. para. C.2 and C.3 (definitions of "foreign

intelligence" and "counterintelligence").

89 AR 381-10, Procedure 10, para. B.4.

90 DoD Dir. 5240.1 is not applicable to domestic

intelligence operations. However, AR 381-10 (implementing DoD

Dir. 5240.1) adds the following language: "Information may be

gathered by intelligence components using techniques described in
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counterintelligence purposes .... ." AR 381-10, Procedure 1, para.. A.I. But AR 381-10, Procedure 5, part 1 discusses electronic

surveillance procedures pursuant to the Foreign Intelligence

Surveillance Act of 1978, 50 U.S.C. §S 1801-11 (1988), which has

no relevance to physical security intelligence operations. The

rest of AR 381-10, Procedure 5 also appears irrelevant to

physical security intelligence operations.

91 AR 380-10, Procedure 7. This procedure authorizes

unconsented physical searches within the United States of active

duty personnel for counterintelligence purposes, if and only if a
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Sess., Legislative History of the Privacy Act of 1974, S.3418

(Public Law 93-579): Source Book on Privacy, at 5-6 [hereinafter

Source Book on Privacy](Introductory Remarks of Senator Sam J.

Ervin, Jr., on S.3418).

94 5 U.S.C. § 552a (1988).

"95 Section 552a(a)(5).

96 Section 552a(e)(7).

97 Section 552a(e)(1).
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activities such as (1) theft, destruction, or sabotage of ...
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character that they are likely to interfere with the conduct of

military operations." Id, para. 6-7b. The relevant purposes are

"to provide authorized protective service; and to conduct

counterintelligence and limited reciprocal investigations." Id.,

para. 6-7e. The information may be collected from various

sources, including the interview of individuals who have

knowledge of the subject's background and activities or "other

individuals deemed necessary." Id., para. 6-71. The records are

maintained on microfiche. Id., para. 6-7g. The only

instructions on retention and disposal apply to personnel. security investigative files. Id, para. 6-7g(4). The only
applicable routine uses are "to provide information for ongoing

security and suitability investigations ... " or to "assist

federal agencies in the administration of criminal justice and

prosecution of offenders." Id., paras. 6-7f(9) and f(10).

99 Privacy Act System Number ID-A0503.06aDAMI, reprinted in

DA Pam. 25-51, para. 6-9. This system of files is located at the

same locations as the USAINSCOM investigative files. The same

information relevant to individuals involved in demonstrations

may be retained. The categories of records in the system appear

to be limited, however, to those records with some foreign

connection. Id., para 6-9c.
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100 Privacy Act System Number ID-A0509.21DAPE, reprinted in

DA Pam. 25-51, para. 6-25. This system of records covers "any

citizen or group of citizens suspected or involved in criminal

activity directed against or involving the United States Army."

Id., para. 6-25b.

101 Personal notes which are not kept private are considered

to be agency records subject to the Privacy Act. See Bowyer v.

U.S. Dept. of Air Force, 804 F.2d 428, 431 (7th Cir. 1986); Boyd

v. Secretary of the Navy, 709 F. 2d 684 (11th Cir. 1983); Chapman

v. National Aeronautic and Space Administration, 682 F.2d 526,

529 (5th Cir. 1982).

102 Section 552a(e)(7).

103 The other two exceptions are for information gathered

under express authorization of statue or with the consent of the

subject individual. § 552a(e)(7). "I know of no existing or

enforceable statute which expressly and generally authorizes any

particular agency to maintain ... records of political or

religious activities .... 120 Cong. Rec. 36,650

(1974)(statement of Representative Ichord concerning H.R. 16373),

reprinted in Source Book on Privacy, supra note 93, at 901.

104 The Privacy Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-579, S 6, 88

Stat. 1909 (1974)..
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105 Office of Management and Budget, Responsibilities for

the Maintenance of Records About Individuals by Federal Agencies,

40 Fed. Reg. 28,948 (1975); Office of Management and Budget,

Implementation of the Privacy Act of 1974, Supplementary

Guidance, 40 Fed. Reg. 56,741 (1975). Together, these two

documents are the "OMB Guidelines."

106 The OMB Guidelines indicate that the law enforcement

activity exception to subsection (e)(7) only applies if the

record is required for "an authorized law enforcement function,"

but the OMB Guidelines provide no further enlightenment on the

meaning of "law enforcement." Id. at 28965. One commentator

cites the OMB Guidelines for the proposition that the law. enforcement exception "applies to civil and criminal law

enforcement as well as intelligence activities." John F. Joyce,

The Privacy Act: A Sword and a Shield and Sometimes Neither, 99

Mil. L. Rev. 113, 131-32 (1983). There is, however, no mention

of "intelligence activities" in the OMB Guidelines' discussion of

subsection (e)(7), and no support for the further implication

that intelligence activities divorced from civil or criminal law

enforcement are encompassed by the law enforcement exception.

107 "In referring to a 'law enforcement activity' and 'law

enforcement purposes,' I am, of course, using the expression 'law
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enforcement' in its general meaning and in the broadest reach of

the term. I include within that term those purposes and

activities which are authorized by the Constitution, or by

statute, or by the rules and regulations and the executive orders

issued pursuant thereto. Thus, investigatory material maintained

shall include, but not be limited to, that which is compiled or

acquired by any federal agency (for personnel security or access

to classified information purposes)." 120 Cong. Rec. 36,651

(1974)(statement of Representative Ichord). "It is really to

make certain that political and religious activities are not used

as a cover for illegal or subversive activities ... (but there

is) no intention to interfere with the first amendment rights of

citizens." 120 Cong Rec. 36,957 (1974)(statement of

representative Ichord).

108 S. 3418, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. §§ 203(a) and 203(b)

(1974) (introduced and referred to the Senate Committee on

Government Operations, May 1, 1974), reprinted in Source Book on

Privacy, supra note 93, at 97.

109 Source Book on Privacy, supra note 93, at 97.

110 See discussion infra note 130 and accompanying text.

Section 552a(b) allows for dissemination of a Privacy

Act record only under limited circumstances. Subsection (b)(7)
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describes one of those circumstances: "for a civil or criminal

law enforcement activity if the activity is authorized by law,

and if the head of the agency has made a written request (for the

record) ..... " Neither the legislative history, the OMB

Guidelines, nor the case law interpreting this section focus on

the specific meaning of law enforcement in this context. With

regard to the case law, plaintiffs who assert a violation of this

section invariably focus on the absence of a written request from

the agency in receipt of the record (See, e.g., Doe v. Digenova,

779 F.2d 74 (D.C. Cir. 1985)); while defendants who are asserting

proper release usually rely on a different exception to justify

release (See, e.g., Covert v. Harrington, 876 F.2d 1989 (9th Cir.. 1989) (reliance on routine use exception)).

Section 552a(j) allows certain agencies to exempt certain

records from most substantive provisions of the act, including

provisions requiring accounting for disclosures, permitting

access by the subject of the record, and restricting the types of

information that may be collected and maintained. Subsection

(j)(2), however, is limited to records related to the enforcement

of the criminal laws.

112 OMB Guidelines, supra note 105, at 28972-73.

113 5 U.S.C. § 552 (1988).
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114 Freedom of Information Act Amendments, Pub. L. No. 93-

502, 88 Stat. 1561 (1974).

115 House and Senate Committees on Gov't Operations.

116 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(7)(D).

117 "Likewise, 'national security' is to be strictly

construed to refer to military security, national defense, or

foreign policy. The term intelligence in section 552(b)(7)(D) is

intended to apply to positive intelligence gathering activities,

counter-intelligence activities, and background security

investigations by governmental units which have authority to

conduct such investigations." S. Conf. Rep. No. 1200, 93d Cong.,. 2d Sess. 7 (1974)(Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee of

Conference), reprinted in 1974 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6285, 6291.

118 Courts have used the phrase inconsistently. The

Supreme Court has used the phrase "national security function" in

connection with information gathering on domestic radical

organizations (Mitchell v. Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511 (1985)),

although the phrase may be limited in the domestic context to

attention rendered those groups that espouse the overthrow of the

government. See, e._g, U.S. v. U.S. District Court, 407 U.S.

297, 309 n.8 (1972)(holding that the fourth amendment requires

prior judicial approval of certain wiretap techniques in certain
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national security investigations). " 'National Security' will

generally be used interchangeably with 'foreign security,' except

where the context makes it clear that it refers both to 'foreign

security" and 'internal security.'" Zweibon v. Mitchell, 516

F.2d 594, 613 n.42 (D.C. Cir. 1975), cert. denied 425 U.S. 944

(1976). The executive branch has used "national security" in the

foreign threat context. See Exec. Order 12,333, supra note 42.

119 MacPherson v. Internal Revenue Service, 803 F.2d 479,

482 (9th Cir. 1986). But see Clarkson v. Internal Revenue

Service, 678 F.2d 1368, 1374 n.10 (11th Cir. 1982)(analogizing

* the law enforcement provisions of the FOIA and Privacy Act).

Clarkson may be the better approach. Although the Privacy Act

and the FOIA have different purposes, narrow interpretations of

"law enforcement" facilitate both the purpose of the Privacy Act

(by restricting the type of personal information that may be

retained by the agency) and the purpose of the FOIA (by

increasing the amount of information available to the public).

120 .6 18 U.S.C. S 533 (1988)(authority of the Attorney

General to appoint officials (e.g., the FBI) to detect and

prosecute crimes against the United States); 26 U.S.C. §5 7601-
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7612 (1988)(authority of internal revenue service to investigate

tax matters and perform other enforcement functions).

121 See, e.g., Patterson v. FBI, 893 F.2d 595 (3d Cir.

1990), cert. denied, 111 S.Ct. 48 (1990)(FBI case); Jabara v.

Webster, 691 F.2d 272 (6th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 863

(1983)(FBI case); MacPherson v. Internal Revenue Service, 803

F.2d 479 (9th Cir. 1986); Clarkson v. Internal Revenue Service,

678 F.2d 1368 (11th Cir. 1982).

122 See Pototsky v. Department of the Navy, 717 F.Supp. 20

(D.Mass. 1989); Reuber v. United States, 829 F.2d 133 (D.C. Cir.

1987).

123 See Nagel v. U.S. Dep't of Health, Education, and

Welfare, 725 F.2d 1438 (D.C. Cir. 1984); American Federation of

Government Employees v. Schlesinger, 443 F.Supp. 431 (D.C.D.C.

1978).

124 Nagel, 725 F.2d at 1438; American Federation, 443

F.Supp. at 435.

125 In NaQel, the D.C. Circuit held that derogatory

information in an employee's file, even if arguably covered by

the first amendment, was within the 552a(e)(7) law enforcement

exception because "An employer's determination whether an
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employee is performing his job adequately constitutes an

authorized law enforcement activity under Section (e)(7).1"

Na•el, 752 F.2d at 1441. The court in Nagel reasoned that law

enforcement was more than a criminal concept. The court further

stated that "if an agency compiles records describing the

exercise of first amendment rights by an individual who is not an

employee of that agency, it is unlawful unless there is some

other basis which renders the information relevant to an

authorized criminal investigation or to an authorized

intelligence or administrative one." This latter language is

traceable to Jabara v. Webster, 691 F.2d 272, 280 (6th Cir.

1982). The 6th Circuit in Jabara determined that the district

courts limitation of the law enforcement exception to

investigation of "past, present, or future criminal activity" was

too narrow, and adopted, without explanation, the FBI's proposed

phrasing "relevant to an authorized criminal investigation or to

an authorized intelligence or administrative one." Id. at 280.

Since Jabara involved the FBI, a criminal investigative agency,

the quoted language is dicta to the extent that "intelligence
(investigation)" implies something apart from a criminal

investigation.

126 Compare AR 380-13, para. 6a (authorizes information

gathering precedent to an off-post demonstration) with AR 380-
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13, para. 3b(6) (AR 380-13 not applicable to "authorized criminal

investigations and law enforcement intelligence activities").

DoD Dir. 5200.27 also categorizes intelligence operations

involving demonstrations (para. D.l.d) as separate from the

investigation and prosecution of crimes within the jurisdiction

of DoD (para. D.l.g).

127 Conspiracy to use force in impeding federal government

functions is prohibited by 18 U.S.C. § 2384 (1988)(Seditious

Conspiracy). If there is no conspiracy or no use of force, there

may not be a violation of federal criminal law. To the extent

that a federal law might be violated, the FBI, not DoD, has. specific responsibility to investigate and take further action.

See Memorandum of Understanding Between the Departments of

Justice and Defense Relating to the Investigation and Prosecution

of Certain Crimes (August 1984), reprinted in Army Reg. 27-10,

Military Justice, para. 2-7 (25 January 1990).

128 See, e.g., the definition of law enforcement officer in

the Federal Tort Claims Act: "any officer of the United States

who is empowered by law to execute searches, to seize evidence,

or to make arrests for violation of federal law" (28 U.S.C. §

2680 (1988)); the definition of law enforcement officer in the

Age Discrimination Act: "(one whose duties are) primarily the

128



investigation, apprehension, or detention of individuals

suspected or convicted of offenses against criminal laws of the

state" (29 U.S.C. § 630 (1980)); and the authority of internal

revenue "enforcement officers" to execute searches, make

seizures, and make arrests (26 U.S.C. § 7608(a) (1988)). See

also AR 381-10, Appendix A, para. 18 (definition of "law

enforcment activities").

129 See discussion supra note 128. The Army itself has

created a blanket "law enforcement" routine use for privacy act

records, but "[t]he agency to which the records are referred must

be the appropriate agency charged with the responsibility of

investigating or prosecuting the violation or charged with

enforcing or implementing the statute, rule, regulation, or order

issued pursuant thereto." AR 340-21, para. 3-2a. See also

Lamont v. Department of Justice, 475 F.Supp. 761, 773 (S.D.N.Y.

1979)(discussing the FOIA exemption for investigatory records

compiled for law enforcement purposes). Records of general

information-gathering for monitoring purposes are not compiled

for law enforcement purposes except where the purpose for which

the records are held and used by the agency becomes

"substantially violation-oriented." Id. at 773.

130 See Dep't of Army, Pam. 27-21, Administrative and Civil
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Law Handbook, para. 2-19 (15 Mar. 1992)(hereinafter DA Pam. 27-

21]. "Short of a declaration of martial law, (the military)

remains subordinate to civilian authorities - it does not become

an independent law enforcement body. In the absence of a

declaration of martial law, the military does not even have a

power to arrest which is any more extensive than that of the

ordinary citizen." Report on Military Surveillance of Civilian

Politics, supra note 11, at 108. 10 U.S.C. §809(e) (1988) and 18

U.S.C. § 1382 (1988) have been cited as implied authority to

conduct searches, seizures, and arrests of civilians, but only

for civilians on-post. U.S. v. Banks, 539 F.2d 14 (9th Cir.),

cert. denied, 429 U.S. 1024 (1976)(holding that the Posse. Comitatus Act does not prohibit military personnel from acting on

on-base criminal violations committed by civilians).

131 18 U.S.C. S 1385 (1988).

132 Authority to protect military functions, wherever

conducted, exists only in implied form. For example, the

Secretary is responsible for "the functioning and efficiency of

the Department of the Army" (10 U.S.C. § 3013(c)(1) (1988)) and

is responsible to issue regulations "for the government of his

department, ... and the custody, use, and preservation of its

records, papers, and property." (5 U.S.C. § 301 (1988)). The

130
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Supreme Court has cited an inherent authority in the commander,

perhaps implied from the Constitution, to maintain order and

discipline on a military reservation. Cafeteria Workers v.

McElroy, 367 U.S. 886 (1961). Certain statutes have also been

cited as implied authority for military security and law

enforcement operations on-post. See Banks, 539 F.2d at 16.

Despite the lack of a security mission expressly authorized by

the Constitution or Act of Congress, Army Reg. 500-51, Support to

Civilian Law Enforcement, para. 3-5 (1 July 1983) states that the

Posse Comitatus Act is inapplicable to security operations.

133 Exec. Order No. 12,333, supra note 42, discusses

security in the context of protection against foreign threats.

134 See, e.q., Jabara v. Webster, 691 F.2d 272, 280 (6th

Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 863 (1983); MacPherson v.

Internal Revenue Service, 803 F.2d 479 (9th Cir. 1986).

135 Clarkson v. Internal Revenue Service, 678 F.2d 1368,

1378 (11th Cir. 1982)(citing Jabara v. Kelley, 476 F.Supp. 561,

581 (E.D.Mich. 1979)[hereinafter Jabara I]). Jabara I was the

first federal court opinion to consider the application of

subsection (e)(7). After Clarkson was decided, Jabara I was

reversed on appeal. Jabara v. Webster, 691 F.2d 272 (6th Cir.

1982), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 863 (1983)[hereinafter Jabara II].
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Jabara II rejected the specific connection to a past present or

future criminal act, and substituted a relevance standard

("relevant to an authorized criminal investigation or an

intelligence or administrative one"). Jabara II, 691 F.2d at

280.

136 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(1) (1988).

137 See subsection 552a(j)(2) (for certain criminal law

enforcement records) and subsection 552a(k)(2) (for other

investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes).

Department of the Army has exempted the Counterintelligence

Operations Files, at least to the extent that they satisfy the

"compiled for law enforcement purpose" requirement. DA Pam. 25-

51, para. 6-9.

138 120 Cong. Rec. 40,405 (1974)(Analysis of House and

Senate Compromise Amendments to the Federal Privacy Act),

reprinted in Source Book on Privacy, supra note 93, at 858, 863.

"Information may not be maintained simply because it is relevant;

it must be both relevant and necessary." OMB Guidelines, supra

note 105, at 28960.

139 Senate Comm. on Gov't Operations, Report on Protecting

Individual Privacy in Federal Gathering, Use, and Disclosure of

Information, S. Rep. No. 1183, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 46
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(1974)(discussing § 201(a)(1) of S.3418, which section provided

that each Federal Agency shall collect, solicit and maintain only

such personal information as is relevant and necessary to

accomplish a statutory purpose of the agency), reprinted in

Source Book on Privacy, supra note 93, at 151.

140 OMB Guidelines, supra note 105, at 28960.

141 10 U.S.C. § 3013(c)(1) (1988).

142 See, e.a., Reuber v. United States, 829 F.2d. 133

(D.C.Cir. 1984). Reuber, the plaintiff employee of government

contractor Litton, challenged the government's filing and

maintenance of a letter of reprimand issued by Litton to Reuber.. The Reuber court held for the government, stating the plaintiff

failed to demonstrate the information was either "irrelevant or

unnecessary." Id. at 139. See also Kassel v. Veterans

Administration, 709 F.Supp. 1194 (D.N.H. 1989)(plaintiff unable

to show information was "unnecessary or irrelevant").

143 Section 552a(i).

144 Section 552a(g).

145 Subsections (i)(1) and (i)(3) are irrelevant because

they deal with wrongful disclosure and the use of deceit in

obtaining information already contained within a Privacy Act
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record. Subsection (i)(2) provides that an officer or employee

who "willfully maintains a system of records without meeting the

notice requirements of subsection (e)(4) of this section shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not more than $5000."

USAINSCOM investigative files and local criminal information

files meet the subsection (e)(4) publishing requirement. These

systems of records are defined so broadly that it is unlikely

that an installation staff member could create, either knowingly

or negligently, a record in the physical security intelligence

arena that would-not be encompassed within the relevant

definition. See DA Pam. 25-51, at 37-48.

146. Section 552a(g)(1).

147 Section 552a(g)(1)(D).

148 Section 552a(g)(4).

149 Parks v. Internal Revenue Service, 618 F.2d 677 (10th

Cir. 1980); Johnson v. Department of the Treasury, 700 F.2d 971

(5th Cir. 1983).

150 Johnson, 700 F.2d at 973.

151 Johnson, 700 F.2d at 974-86. The Johnson court analyzed

the legislative history of the Privacy Act and concluded that the

remedies in the Act were intended to be analogous to the those
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provided for in common law invasion of privacy. See also Parks,

618 F.2d at 682-83.

152 Tijerina v. Walters, 821 F.2d 789, 799 (D.C.Cir. 1987).

153 Tijerina, 821 F.2d at 789; Britt v. Naval Intelligence

Service, 886 F.2d 544, 551 (3d Cir. 1989).

154 Albright v. United States, 732 F.2d 181, 189 (D.C. Cir.

1984).

155 See supra text accompanying notes 140-42.

156 Although words like "essential" and "relevant" are used

in the regulations, they are not further defined and leave the

interpreter with great discretion. The requirement that no

information be collected "based solely on advocacy" is a

restriction on when information may be collected, not on what

information may be collected.

157 AR 190-30, para. 3-18a.

158 An argument can also be made that the described

procedure can still result in a technical violation of the Act.

"Maintenance" is defined, for purposes of the Act, as including

"collection." § 552a(a)(3). If information is collected

(received) in a form identifiable with an individual, the mere

receipt might be considered as "maintenance of a record" even if
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individual identifiers are immediately deleted. Maintenance of a

record describing how an individual exercises his first amendment

rights is violative of § 552a(e)(7) even if the record is never

placed in a "system of records." Albright v. United States, 631

F.2d 915 (D.C. Cir. 1980).

Given that the purpose of the Act is to protect the privacy of

individuals, however, an argument can also be made that

"collection" means "collection with the intent to maintain

information in individually identifiable form."

159 But cf. Clarkson, 1378 F.2d at 1374 (stating that the

use of the law enforcement exception is specifically limited to.investigation of past, present or anticipated violations of

statutes "the agency is authorized to enforce" (emphasis added)).

160 See infra Appendix A.

161 18 U.S.C. § 1385 (1988). See discussion supra notes

131-32 and accompanying text.

162 Army Reg. 500-51, Support to Civilian Law Enforcement,

para. 3-4a (1 July 1983)[hereinafter AR 500-51]. Specific

functions which fall in this category include "actions related to

the commander's inherent authority to maintain law and order on a

military installation or facility;" and "protection of DoD

personnel, DoD equipment, and official guests of DoD." There is
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no distinction between on-post and off-post functions or

activities.

163 Bissonette v. Hague, 776 F.2d 1384, 1390 (8th Cir.

1985); United States v. Red Feather, 392 F.Supp. 916 (D.S.D.),

aff'd sub. nom., 541 F.2d 1275 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 430 U.S.

970 (1975).

164 10 U.S.C. § 375 (1991 Supp.).

165 Interestingly, where the Army believes the Posse

Comitatus Act applies, the Army interprets the prohibitions of

the Act broadly. If there is no military function or purpose,

for example, the Act would preclude use of military personnel for

* "surveillance or pursuit of individuals," or as "informants,

undercover agents, investigators, or interrogators". AR 500-51,

para. 3-5.

166 See discussion of the law enforcement exception to the

Privacy Act's ban on collection of first amendment information,

supra notes 131-32 and accompanying text.

167 Bissonette v. Haig, 800 F.2d 812, 814 (8th Cir.

1986)(dicta).

168 See Note, Judicial Review of Military Surveillance of
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Civilians: Big Brother Wears Modern Army Green, 72 Colum. L.

Rev. 1009 (1972)[hereinafter Note, Big Brother].

169 The use of the term "chill" in the first amendment

context has been traced to Wieman v. Updegraff, 344 U.S. 183, 195

(1952) (Frankfurter, J., concurring)(noting the inhibiting effect

of loyalty oaths). Schauer, Fear, Risk, and the First Amendment:

Unraveling the 'Chilling Effect,' 58 B.U.L. Rev. 685, 685 n.1

(1978).

170 408 U.S. 1 (1972).

171 Id. at 3.

172 Id. at 13-14.

173 Compare Presbyterian Church v. U.S.A., 870 F.2d 518,

(9th Cir. 1989)(The Laird plaintiffs alleged only that they could

"conceivably" become subject to the Army's domestic surveillance

program) with Tatum v. Laird, 444 F.2d 947, 954 n.17 (D.C. Cir.

1971)("The record shows that most if not all of the appellants

and organizations of which they are members have been the

subjects of Army surveillance and their names have appeared in

the Army's records.").

174 Compare Donohoe v. Dowling, 465 F.2d 196, 199 (4th Cir.

1972)( Laird characterized as involving clandestine methods,

138
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infiltration, and sophisticated electronics) with Handschu v.

Special Services Division, 349 F. Supp. 766, 769 (S.D.N.Y.

1972)(Laird characterized as involving passive intelligence

gathering from open and public sources).

175 Compare United Presbyterian Church v. Reagan, 738 F.2d

1375, 1379 (D.C. Cir. 1984)(citing Laird for the proposition that

lack of regulatory, proscriptive, or compulsive exercise of

government power precludes any possibility of standing based on

"chill") with Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General, 419

U.S. 1314, 1318 (1974)(Marshall, Circuit Justice)(the proposition

that Laird requires some regulatory, proscriptive, or compulsive

exercise of power is incorrect; the Court in Laird was simply

* distinguishing past cases where such power was exercised).

176 Keene v. Meese, 619 F.Supp. 1111, 1117 (E.D.Cal. 1985),

rev'd on other grounds, 481 U.S. 465 (1987).

177 The Laird opinion noted the plaintiff's apparent

concession that they themselves were not chilled. Laird, 408

U.S. at 13-14. "This concession, if accepted, would leave the

Court only with claims that the government action was unlawful,

not that anyone before the Court had been 'injured in fact' in

any sense." The lack of actual chill to the Laird plaintiffs

renders any subsequent discussion of types of chill irrelevant to
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the case. Laurence H. Tribe, American Constitutional Law § 3-

16, at 122 (2d ed. 1988)(emphasis in original).

178 Plaintiff must also show that the injury fairly can be

traced to the challenged activity of the defendant, and that the

injury is likely to be redressed by the requested relief. Valley

Forge Christian College v. Americans United for Separation of

Church and State, 454 U.S. 464, 472 (1982); Allen v. Wright, 468

U.S. 737, 751 (1984).

179 Valley Forge Christian College, 454 U.S. at 472.

180 See Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 204 (1962).

181 See Tribe, supra note 177, § 3-16.

182 See, e.Q., Lamont v. Postmaster General, 381 U.S. 301

(1965). Plaintiff Lamont challenged a statute directing the post

office to detain "communist propaganda" mail until the addressee

made a request for delivery. The Court accepted the plaintiff's

assertions of standing. The Court found the statute an

unconstitutional first amendment infringement because those who

read such material "might think they would invite disaster if

they read what the government says contain the seeds for

treason." Id. at 307. Laird distinguished Lamont on the grounds

that the plaintiff in Lamont was being required to do something
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(e.g., make a request for mail material) by the government. The

injury in fact, however, is not making the request; the injury is

the fear of what the government will do with a list of those who

desire communist propaganda. Lamont is not distinguishable from

Laird in this sense.

183 Given the Laird conclusion that the plaintiffs lacked

Article III standing, any discussion of prudential standing

factors would have been dicta. Yet the Court did mention its

concern that judicial review covering the Army's extensive

intelligence activities of the period would have the "federal

courts as virtually continuing monitors of the wisdom and

soundness of Executive action." Laird, 408 U.S. at 15. One

commentator suggests that the Court was leery of becoming

involved in such a sensitive and complex political issue, and the

"political question" doctrine is the best explanation for the

Laird decision. Note, Big Brother, supra note 168, at 1027-28.

The political question doctrine would be of less importance, of

course, to a legal challenge involving a specific incident at the

installation level.

184 Speiser v. Randall, 357 U.S. 513, 526 (1958).

185 See Tribe, supra note 177, § 12-1 (discussing historical

141
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and judicial precedents supporting the necessity of free speech

to individual fulfillment and stable government).

186 For example, "an individual whose own speech or

expressive conduct may validly be prohibited or sanctioned is

permitted to challenge a statute on its face because it also

threatens others not before the court - those who desire to

engage in legally protected expression but who may refrain from

doing so rather than risk prosecution or undertake to have the

law declared partially invalid." Brockett v. Spokane Arcades,

Inc., 472 U.S. 491, 503 (1985)(discussing the "overbreadth"

doctrine). See also Board of Commissioners v. Jews for Jesus,

482 U.S. 569, 574 (1987). Lamont, 381 U.S. at 301, is a de facto

* case of representation of third party interests in a first

amendment context. The only harm to Lamont was the requirement

that he identify himself to the post office as interested in

'propaganda' materials. By bringing suit, however, he was

telling the world that he was interested in those materials and

thus exacerbating, not remedying, the potential personal harm.

The only rights that he could have vindicated by his suit were

the rights of third parties and society in general. See Police

Dossiers and Emerging Principles of First Amendment Adjudication,

22 Stan. L. Rev. 196, 204 (1970).
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187 419 U.S. 1314 (Marshall, Circuit Justice 1974).

188 Id. at 1319.

189 See Report on Military Surveillance, supra note 7, at

52.

190 481 U.S. 465 (1987).

191 Id. at 472, 486. One commentator has remarked on the

direct connection between Meese, Laird, and Army surveillance:

"An opinion poll asking about those under surveillance by the

U.S. Army would surely reveal that such government activity

seriously threatens reputations." Jonathan R. Siegal, Note,

Chilling Injuries as a Basis for Standing, 98 Yale L.J. 905, 909. (1989). Meese can also be read for the proposition that

unsupported allegations of reputational injury can form the basis

of standing. After granting Keene his standing, the Court went

on to conclude that, since "political propaganda" has a neutral

statutory meaning, and the statute actually adds to the amount of

information available to the public by requiring that each film

be labeled with its source, all that Keene needed to do to avoid

injury was to discuss the label and its meaning before each film.

In other words, any reputational injury was self-inflicted and

avoidable.
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192 Riggs v. City of Albuquerque, 916 F.2d 582 (10th Cir.

1990)(challenge by political activists and politically active

organizations to surveillance by city police department); The

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) v. United States, 870 F.2d 518 (9th

Cir. 1989)(challenge by churches to surveillance of church

services in connection with investigation of the sanctuary

movement by the Immigration and Naturalization Service).

193 Riqgs, 916 F.2d at 582.

194 Id., 516 F.2d at 585.

195 See DoD Dir. 5200.27, para. E.5; AR 380-13, para. 9d;

and AR 381-10, Procedure 10, para. C.

196 See, e.g., The Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. §

552 (1988) and the Government in the Sunshine Act, Pub. L. No.

94-049, 90 Stat. 1241 (1976).

197 See City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95 (1983).

After Lyons was seriously injured by a police chokehold, he sued

for damages and an injunction restricting the further use of the

chokehold. The Court denied that Lyons had standing to request

injunctive relief, as it was unlikely that he would ever again be

attacked in the same manner. Similarly, if a protest is local,

surveillance is local, and the specific conditions precipitating
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that investigation dissipate prior to the plaintiff's request for

relief, the protestor may not have standing to enjoin future Army

surveillance.

198 Alliance to End Repression v. Rochford, 407 F.Supp. 115,

118 (N.D.Ill. 1975). See also Local 309, United Furniture

Workers, C.I.O., v. Gates, 75 F.Supp. 620 (N.D.Ind.

1948)[hereinafter Gates]. Police may defend overt surveillance

as a deterrent to "violence, vandalism, and this kind of thing."

Donohoe v. Dowling, 465 F.2d 196, 199 (4th Cir. 1972); Gates, 75

F.Supp. at 623.

199 See Anderson v. Sills, 265 A.2d 678, 688 (N.J. 1970).

200 See, e.g., Berlin Democratic Club v. Rumsfeld, 410

F.Supp 144 (D.D.C. 1976); Philadelphia Resistance v. Mitchell, 58

F.R.D. 139 (E.D.Pa. 1972); Alliance to End Repression v.

Rochford, 407 F.Supp. 111 (N.D.Ill. 1975); Alliance to End

Repression v. Chicago, 627 F.Supp. 1044, 1047 (N.D.Ill.

1985)(police brought along a newspaper reporter who wrote about

surveillance activities).

201 Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of

Friends v. Tate, 519 F.2d 1335 (3d Cir. 1975)(complaint of

violation of Civil Rights Act).
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202 Paton v. LaPrade, 524 F.2d 862 (3d Cir. 1975).

203 A mail cover is a procedure involving examination, prior

to delivery, of mail addressed to particular addressees.

Information on the exterior of the targeted mail, including the

sender's address, is recorded and provided to the requesting

investigative agency.

204 Id., 524 F.2d at 870.

205 But cf. AR 190-30, para. 3-18a, discussed supra note 53

and accompanying text.

206 See AR 380-13, para. 8b(2), discussed supra note 77 and

accompanying text.

207 AR 340-21 provides for blanket routine uses which apply

to all systems of records except those which specifically state

otherwise. Such routine uses include, among other things,

information relevant to federal agency decisions on hiring,

firing, contracting, and security clearances. Id., para. 3-2.

208 See, e.g., Paton v. La Prade, 524 F.2d 862 (3d Cir.

1975)(16 year-old plaintiff had standing to attack an FBI

investigation because the FBI kept a file on the plaintiff which

was available to the Civil Service Commission for federal hiring
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decisions, and the plaintiff might study chinese and apply for a

government job sometime in the future).

209 See Fifth Avenue Peace Parade Committee v. Gray, 480

F.2d 326 (2d Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 948 (1974)(In

holding that plaintiffs lacked standing to challenge an FBI

investigation, the Court of Appeals stressed that the

investigation was attempting to gauge the number of persons

attending a planned march and the investigators were not

recording individual names and other personal information).

210 See, e.c., United States v. Robel, 389 U.S. 258

(1967)(statute making it unlawful for a member of any "communist

action organization" to work in a defense facility found

unconstitutional); Dombrowski v. Pfister, 380 U.S. 479

(1965)(statute criminalizing certain "subversive activities"

challenged as chilling legitimate civil rights activities and

found unconstitutional).

211 See, e.q., NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 (1958) and

Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigation Committee, 372 U.S.

539 (1963)(Legislative contempt conviction for failing to

disclose NAACP membership lists found an unconstitutional

infringement of first amendment rights where the legislature
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could show no substantial connection between the NAACP and the

communist activities being investigated).

"212 491 U.S. 397 (1989). Although Johnson was a 5-4

decision, the general analytic scheme employed by the is

authoritative. The majority opinion was joined by two of the

more liberal members of the Court (Justices Brennan and Marshall)

and two of the more conservative members (Justices Scalia and

Kennedy). Further, the dissent did not quarrel with the

analytical framework used by the majority. Id. at 421.

213 See also United States v. Eichman, 496 U.S. 310

(1990)(overturning conviction for violating federal statute. forbidding flag desecration). The Court's reasoning in Eichman

did not vary significantly from its reasoning in Johnson.

214 Johnson, 491 U.S. at 403.

215 Plaintiffs challenging physical security intelligence

operations will allege chill affecting speech and association,

forms of expressive conduct. Even the harm that the government

is trying to prevent or avoid (e.g., a peaceful blockade or

terrorist act) is expressive conduct.

216 Johnson, 491 U.S. at 403.

217 Id. at 412.
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218 The test for a content based restriction is often

described as requiring that the government show that the

regulation is a precisely drawn means of serving a compelling

state interest. See Tribe, supra note 177, § 12-8 at 833-34.

219 Johnson, 491 U.S. at 407.

220 If a statute (or regulation) appears to have a neutral

purpose on its face, the courts will not examine into the

drafter's actual motive. United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367,

376-77 (1968).

221 See Shuttlesworth v. City of Birmingham, 394 U.S. 147

(1969); Hague v. Committee for Industrial Operations (C.I.O.),. 307 U.S. 496 (1939); Lovell v. City of Griffin, 303 U.S. 444

(1938).

222 AR 380-13, para. 6a.

223 DoD Dir. 5200.27, para D.1.a.

224 DoD Dir. 5200.27, para. D.1.c, includes an additional

category for "Acts jeopardizing the security of DoD elements."

None of these terms are defined.

225 Id., para. E.2; AR 380-13, para. 9a.

226 Compare Alliance to End Repression v. City of Chicago,

561 F.Supp. 575 (N.D.Ill. 1983)[hereinafter Alliance I] with
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Alliance to End Repression v. City of Chicago, 742 F.2d. 1007

(7th Cir. 1984)[hereinafter Alliance II], rev'q Alliance I. The

plaintiff and the FBI (one of the defendants) had entered into a

consent decree. The decree contained the following language:

"The FBI shall not conduct an investigation (of the plaintiff)

solely on the basis of activities protected by the first

amendment." The FBI subsequently issued national guidelines that

covered investigative activities. These guidelines stated that

"[w]hen, however, statements advocate criminal activity ... an

investigation is warranted unless it is apparent ... that there

is no prospect of harm." Plaintiff sought an injunction against

application of these new guidelines to the plaintiffs,. complaining that quoted language in the guidelines was violative

of the consent decree. The District Court agreed with the

plaintiffs. Alliance I, 561 F.Supp. at 578. The Court of

Appeals did not. Alliance II, 742 F.2d at 1020. As summarized

by the dissent in the Court of Appeals decision "[w]hile I have

found it hard to pinpoint precisely what the majority has held

... I think tentatively that (the language of the decree meant

only that)-the FBI would decline to conduct an investigation in

violation of the constitution, and unconstitutional
investigations are those which are motivated solely by an
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unambiguous desire to suppress a political movement ....

Alliance II, 742 F.2d at 1020 (Cudahy, J., dissenting).

227 395 U.S. 444 (1969).

228 Id., 395 U.S. at 444.

229 391 U.S. 367 (1968).

230 Id., 391 U.S. at 376-77.

231 468 U.S. 268 (1984).

232 Id., 468 U.S. at 294.

233 Id., 468 U.S. at 295.

234 75 F.Supp. 620 (N.D.Ind. 1948).

235 323 U.S. 516 (1945)(state statute mandated state

registration and approval before labor organizer could solicit

memberships; statute held incompatible with the first and

fourteenth amendments).

236 Id. at 530.

237 See Gates, 75 F.Supp. at 624-25.

238 Th"omas, 323 U.S. at 532-38.

239 White v. Davis, 533 P.2d 222, 224 (Cal. 1975); Anderson

v. Sills, 256 A.2d 298, 303 (N.J. Super. Ct. Ch. Div. 1969)(court
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rejected the balancing approach used in lesser scrutiny cases,

resulting in greater scrutiny), rev'd, 265 A.2d 678 (N.J. 1970).

240 Davis, 533 P.2d at 224 ("Is this intelligence gathering

by the police ... constitutionally valid when such (police)

reports pertain to no illegal activity or acts?"); Anderson, 256

A.2d at 303 ("Nor should it be the task of the judiciary to

balance governmental need against first amendment rights when the

regulation, law, or official act goes beyond areas reasonably

necessary to reach the permissible government goal").

21 '419 U.S. 1314 (Marshall, Circuit Justice 1974).

242 Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General, 387 F.Supp.. 747 (S.D.N.Y.)[hereinafter SWP I], order vacated in part by 510

F.2d 253 (2d Cir.)[hereinafter SWP II], stay of order denied by

419 U.S. 1314 (Marshall, Circuit Justice 1974)[hereinafter SWP

III].

243 The Civil Service Commission.

244 SWP II, 510 F.2d at 253.

245 "[T]he Court of Appeals has analyzed the competing

interests at some length, and its analysis seems to me to compel

denial of relief." SWP III, 419 U.S. at 1319.
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246 "[O]ur abhorrence for abuses of governmental

investigative authority cannot be permitted to lead to an

indiscriminate willingness to enjoin undercover investigation of

any nature, whenever a countervailing first amendment claim is

raised." SWP III, 419 U.S. at 1319.

247 The FBI had been watching the SWP and YSA for years.

Justice Marshall questioned, with regard to a short-term

injunction effective until trial on the merits, whether granting

the injunction would significantly lessen any on-going "chill"

injury. SWP III, 419 U.S. at 1319.

248 481 U.S. 465 (1987).

249 Supra notes 190-91 and accompanying text.

250 Keene v. Meese, 619 F.Supp. 1111, 1117 (E.D.Cal. 1985),

rev'd on other grounds, 481 U.S. 465 (1987).

251 New York Times Co. v. United States (Pentagon Papers

Case), 403 U.S. 713, 714 (1971) (per curiam).

252 The Supreme Court's opinion in Meese did not even

address the District Court's use of the "censorship" argument.

This failure may be explained by the Court's conclusion that the

plaintiff's alleged injuries were, in large part, avoidable. See

discussion supra note 191.
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253 750 F.2d 89 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

254 Nos. 74C3268, 75C3995, 1991 WL 206056 (N.D.III.

1991)[hereinafter Alliance IV]. Alliance IV is the latest

decision in a series of related cases (see, e.Q., supra note

) growing out of police, FBI, and military surveillance

activities in the Chicago area. Alliance IV did not actually

involve constitutional interpretation, but rather interpretation

of a consent decree that the FBI had allegedly violated.

255 Id. at *9.

256 AR 380-13, para. 6a (emphasis added).

257 Other regulations also can use modification, including

. DoD Dir. 5240.1, DoD Dir. 5240.1-R, AR 381-10, AR 190-30, and AR

190-45. These regulations, however, are more limited in their

applicability to physical security intelligence operations than

DoD Dir. 5200.27 or AR 380-13.

258 Since AR 380-13 has not been reissued since 1974, the

regulation needs extensive rewriting. At the time this thesis

was prepared, the proponents of AR 380-13 were awaiting the

reissuance of DoD Dir. 5200.27 before drafting a new AR 380-13.

In addition to its dependence on DoD Dir. 5200.27, a new AR 380-

13 will have to be consistent with AR 381-10 (e.g., AR 380-13,
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S
para. 5a indicates that AR 380-13 is the "sole and exclusive

authority" for collection of information on nonaffiliated

persons; however, AR 381-10 and AR 381-20 are new and separate

authorities for counterintelligence collection on domestic

terrorist threats).

259 Clark v. Community for Creative Nonviolence, 468 U.S.

268, 294 (1984)[hereinafter Clark v. CCNV].

260 Sit-ins or other peaceful civil disobedience tactics are

not federal crimes. On the other hand, conspiracy to disrupt

government activities through force or violence (18 U.S.C. § 2384

(1988)(Seditious Conspiracy)) is a felony within the jurisdiction

. of the FBI.

261 See discussion supra note 132.

262 Clark v. CCNV, 468 U.S. at 294.

263 See U.S. v. Banks, 539 F.2d 14 (9th Cir.), cert. denied,

429 U.S. 1024 (1976); and discussion, supra notes 130-32 and

accompanying text.

264 Clark v. CCNV, 468 U.S. at 294.

265 At the 1974 hearings on military surveillance, the DoD

representative was asked about the targets of any special

operations that had been approved in accordance with the
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provisions of the original DoD Dir. 5200.27. "Let me say they

were a group who would advocate, for example, putting sand in the

fuel tanks of our planes, or another example, advocating throwing

a monkey wrench into the reduction gears of a ship or not obeying

orders of a commanding officer of a naval vessel." Hearings on

Military Surveillance, supra note 10, at 118 (statement of Mr.

Cooke).

266 Personnel security investigations should be pursued from

the standpoint of the potential target (i.e., identification of

military personnel who are vulnerable to manipulation) rather

than tracking nonaffiliated persons who might attempt to subvert. military personnel. Separate guidance exists for these loyalty

investigations. See Exec. Order No. 10,450, 18 Fed. Reg. 2489

(1953)(Security Requirements for Government Employment).

267 Clark v. CCNV, 468 U.S. at 294.

268 "The failure of senior civilian officials to know of the

(Army surveillance) program, or if knowing, to halt it,

represents one of the most serious breakdowns of civilian control

of the military in recent years." Report on Military

Surveillance, supra note 7, at 5.

269 See AR 380-13, para. 9e.
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270 See Alliance to End Repression v. City of Chicago, Nos.

74C3268, 75C3995, 1991 WL 206056 (N.D.Ill. 1991). The FBI

conducts a limited investigation called a "preliminary inquiry"

when acting on information that is ambiguous, incomplete, or from

a source of unknown reliability. When the preliminary inquiry

fails to disclose sufficient information to warrant a full

investigation, the matter is closed. Attorney General's

Guidelines on General Crimes, Racketeering Enterprise and

Domestic Security/Terrorism Investigations, para. II.B. (March 7,

1983), reprinted in 32 Crim. L. Rep. (BNA) 3087 (March 23, 1983).

271 392 U.S. 1 (1968)(The requirements or the fourth

amendment were satisfied when policeman conducted a short stop

and a limited search pursuant to a reasonable suspicion based on

articuable facts).

272 Mitchell S. Rubin, Note, The FBI and Dissidents: A

First Amendment Analysis of Attorney General Smith's Guidelines

on Domestic Security, 27 Ariz. L. Rev 453 (1985).

217 395 U.S. 444 (1969).

274 Sc6auer, supra note 169, at 722-25. Although

Brandenberg was convicted for advocacy of violent activity, the

facts as restated by the Brandenbera Court left some question as

to whether the plaintiff was just discussing the possibility of
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criminal activity or was actually advocating such activity. See

Brandenberq, 395 U.S. at 446-47.

272 See discussion supra notes 195-204 and accompanying

text.

276 See, e.g., Donohoe v. Dowling, 465 F.2d 196 (4th Cir.

1972); Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General, 419 U.S.

1314, 1319 (Marshall, Circuit Justice 1974)[hereinafter SWP III].

277 See, e.q., SWP III, 419 U.S. at 1318; Handschu v.

Special Services Division, 349 F.Supp. 766, 769 (S.D.N.Y. 1972).

278 Alliance to End Repression v. Chicago, 627 F. Supp.

1044, 1047 (N.D.Ill. 1985).

279 Cf. Fifth Avenue Peace Parade Committee v. Gray, 480

F.2d 326 (2d Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 948 (1974). In

Gray, the FBI studied bank and transportation records and watched

bus routes in an effort to predict the numbers of demonstrators

attending a mass rally in Washington D.C. In refusing to

recognize any cognizable injury to plaintiff, the Court of

Appeals relied on FBI representations that it had recorded no

personal information and taken no photographs.

2.. 18 U.S.C. S 1385 (1988). See supra notes 163-66 and

accompanying text.
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281 See supra notes 108-110, 131-135 and accompanying text.

282 See supra notes 208-09.

283 See AR 340-21, para. 3-2c; DA Pam. 25-51, paras. 6-7 and

6-25.

284 See supra notes 94-95 and accompanying text.

285 See discussion of Privacy Act enforcement, supra notes

147-149 and accompanying text.

286 See substantive first amendment analysis, supra note 232

and accompanying text.

28' 468 U.S. 268, 294 (1984).
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Appendix A

DRAFT

NUMBER 5200.27

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT: Acquisition of Information Concerning Persons

and Organizations not Affiliated with the Department of

Defense

References: (a) DoD Directive 5200.27, subject as

above, January 7, 1980 (hereby

canceled)

(b) DoD Directive 5240.1, "Activities of

DoD Intelligence Components that Affect

U.S. Persons," April 25, 1988

(c) DoD 5240.1-R, "Procedures Governing the

Activities of DoD Intelligence

Components that Affect United States

Persons," December, 1982

(d) Memorandum of Understanding Between the

Departments of Justice and Defense

Relating To the Investigation and

Prosecution of Certain Crimes, August,

1984
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A. REISSUANCE AND PURPOSE

This Directive reissues reference (a) to establish

general policy, limitations, procedures, and operational

guidance pertaining to the collecting, processing,

storing, and dissemination of information concerning

persons and organizations not affiliated with the

Department of Defense.

B. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE

1. This Directive is applicable to all DoD

Components, except for DoD Intelligence Components.

2. This Directive is applicable only to the

acquisition of information concerning the activities of:

a. any U.S. citizen who is not affiliated with

the Department of Defense; or

b. any person or organization, not affiliated

with the Department of Defense, located in the 50 states,

the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico, or U.S. territories or possessions.
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c. any person or organization affiliated with

DoD, if there is no connection between the purpose for

which the information is being collected and the

affiliation.

C. DEFINITIONS

1. DoD Component. The Office of the Secretary of

Defense, Military Departments, Office of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, Unified and Specified Commands, and the Defense

Agencies.

2. DoD Intelligence Component. Those DoD

components which satisfy the criteria of DoD Directive

5240.1 (reference (b)), paragraph C.4.

3. Persons and Organizations Affiliated with the

Department of Defense. Persons or organizations that are

employed by or under contract with the DoD; active,

reserve, or retired members of the Armed Forces; residing

on or having requested access to any DoD installation;

having authorized access to defense information;

participating in any other authorized program; or who are

seeking a status listed in this subparagraph.

4. Reasonable Suspicion. A suspicion based on
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specific, articuable facts; more than a mere hunch.

5. Imminent. Within a definitive period of time,

not to exceed thirty days.

6. Essential to National Security. Connected

directly, in some articuable way, to the nation's ability

to deter and defeat foreign aggression.

7. Personal Information. Any information which

identifies a person by name or other personal identifier.

8. Physical Surveillance. See procedure 9,

reference (c).

D. POLICY

1. Department of Defense policy prohibits

collecting, reporting, processing, or storing information

on individuals or organizations not affiliated with the

Department of Defense, except int those limited

circumstances, as defined in this Directive, where such

information is essential to the accomplishment of the

Department of Defense mission.

2. Information-gathering activities shall be
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subject to overall civilian control, including frequent

* inspections at the field level and a high level of

general supervision.

3. Where collection activities are authorized,

maximum reliance shall be placed upon domestic civilian

investigative agencies, Federal, State, and local.

4. (Not Reproduced - only concerns overseas

operations)

E. SITUATIONS WARRANTING COLLECTION.

DoD Components are authorized to gather information

for the following purposes.

1. Physical Security of Personnel, Functions, and

Property. Information may be acquired about nonaffiliated

personnel that threaten military personnel, property, and

functions, but only to protect against the circumstances

listed in this paragraph and only in accordance with the

collection techniques of paragraph F.

a. Theft, destruction, or damage of military

property.
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b. The use of force or violence against

* military personnel.

c. Unauthorized personnel entering a military

installation.

c. Physical acts disrupting military

activities essential to the national security.

2. Personnel Security (Not Reproduced)

3. Operations Related to Civil Disturbance. (Not

* Reproduced)

4. Crimes for which DoD has Responsibility for

Investigating or Prosecuting. Responsibility is set

forth in reference (d).

F. COLLECTION PROCEDURES

1. Physical Security.

a. Commanders are encouraged to solicit

general information, on a continuing basis, from local

civilian investigative agencies concerning the situations
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described in paragraph E.l. above.

b. When the commander has a reasonable

suspicion that one or more of the situations described

in paragraph E.1 is imminent, he will attempt to obtain

any additional needed information from local authorities.

If this information is insufficient, and the commander

believes that off-post investigation is needed, he will

develop an investigative scheme and supporting plan.

c. The plan will set forth the proposed

investigation, indicating in particular:

* 1. The activity that is threatened.

2. The subsection of paragraph E that is

implicated.

3. Why there is no way to restructure the

planned activity to avoid the threat without conducting

an off-post investigation.

4. The scope of proposed investigation,

including an assertion that the requirements of paragraph

e, f, and g below will be complied with.
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d. The plan must be approved by the Secretary

of the Military Department. Approval authority may be

delegated to an Undersecretary or Assistant Secretary.

In an emergency, if the appropriate civilian authority

cannot be contacted in timely manner, anyone in the local

commander's chain of command may approve the operation.

The commander will still comply with paragraph F.l.c,

including telephonic notification to the approval

authority of the elements of information required by

F.1.c.

e. If the credibility of the information

source supporting the investigation has not been

verified, the investigation will verify the reliability

of the source before proceeding further.

f. Where possible, investigators will proceed

without identifying themselves or their affiliation with

the military, and will gather information from public

sources. Information collected will relate only to the

imminent threat designated in paragraph E above.

g. The following is prohibited:

1. The placement or use of informers or

infiltrators who are officers in a targeted organization,
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unless there is a reasonable suspicion that the

organization plans the imminent use of force or violence

against military personnel or property.

2. The collection of any personal

information unless there is reason to believe the

individual is actively and personally involved in

planning or executing an activity posing a threat as

defined in paragraph E.l. Mere membership or other

association with an organization suspected of planning

or executing such an activity is insufficient, by itself,

to support collection of personal information.

* 3. The use of any technique intended to

intimidate, harass, or otherwise influence the activities

of any person or organization.

4. The use of electronic surveillance.

5. The use of cameras, videotape

recorders, audiorecorders, or any other device that will

make a permanent audio or video record.

6. The direct participation in a search,

seizure, or arrest.

7. Overt physical surveillance.
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9 2. Personnel Security. (TBD)

3. Operations Related to Civil Disturbances. (TBD)

4. Crimes for Which DoD Has Responsibility for

Investigating or Prosecuting. (TBD)

H. RETENTION OF INFORMATION

1. Personal Information collected in accordance

with paragraph E.I.

* a. Unless a clear need for retention can be

identified, personal information will be edited or

summarized immediately after collection to remove the

names of individuals and other personal identifiers.

b. No information about personal financial

status, educational history, sexual practices, or

religious beliefs will be collected or retained under any

circumstances.

c. All personal information will be deleted

within 90 days of collection, unless a continuing

reasonable suspicion exists that the individual poses an
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imminent threat under circumstances defined in paragraph
* E.1..

2. Information collected in accordance with

paragraphs E.2. through E.4 shall be destroyed within 90

days of collection unless its retention is required by

law or unless its retention is specifically authorized

under separate criteria of the Secretary of Defense.

I. GENERAL GUIDANCE

1. Nothing in this directive shall be construed to

prohibit the prompt reporting to law enforcement agencies

of any information indicating the existence of a threat

to life or property, or the violation of law, nor to

prohibit keeping a record of such report.

2. Nothing in this Directive ... (continue as in

paragraph F2, original DoD 5200.27)

J. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION

This Directive is effective immediately.
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• -January 7, 1980

NUMNBE-R 5200.27

•:'-.•, "- ' c.' 'J,,. ..- -' .. .. , USDP
C!-~< jJ, T~7e*A UI IT

SUBJECT: Acquisition of Information Concerning Persons and
Organizations not Affiliated with the Department of
Defense

References: (a) DoD Directive._5-20 27,.subject as above,
December 8, 1975 (hereby cance.Led)

( DoD Directive 5240., "Activities of DoD Intelligence
Components that Affect U.S. Persons," November 30,
1979

A. REISSUANCE AND PURPOSE

This Directive reissues reference (a) to establish for the Defense
Investigative Program general policy, limitations, procedures, and
operational guidance pertaining to the collecLing, processing, storing,
and disseFminating of information concerning persons and organizations
not affiliated with the.Department of Defense.

B. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE

1. Except as provided by subsection B.3., below, this Directive
is applicable to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military
Departments, Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Unified and Specified
Commands, and ui>e Defense Agencies (hereafter. referred to as "DoD
Components ).

2. The provisions of this Directive encompass the acquisition of
information concerning the 'activities of:

a. Persons and organizations, not affiliated with the Depart-
ment of Defense, within the 50 States, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto. Rico, and U.S. territories and possessions; and

b. Non-DOD-affiliated U.S. citizens anywhere in the world.

.. This Directive is not applicable to DoD intelligence components
as defined by DoD Directive 5240.1 (reference (b)).

4. Authority to act for the Secretary of Defense in matters in
this Directive which require specific approval are delineate: in
enclosure 1.
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C. POLICY (

1. Department of Defense policy prohibits collecting, reporting,
processing, or storing information on inidividuals or organizations not
affiliated with the Department of Defense, except in those limited cir-
cumstances where such information is essential to the accomplishment of
the Department of Defense missions outlined belo',.

2. Information-gathering activities shall be subject to overall
civilian control, a high level of general supervision and frequent in-
spections at the field level.

3. Where collection activities are authorized to meet an essential
requirement for information, maximum reliance shall be placed upon domes-
tic civilian investigative agencies, Federal, State and local.

"4. In applying the criteria for the acquisition and retention of
information established pursuant to this Directive, due consideration
shall be given to the need to protect DoD functions and property in the
different circumstances existing ir geographic areas outside the United
States. Relevant factors include:

a. The level of disruptive acti'vity against U.S. forces;

b. The competence of host country investigative agencies;

c. The degree to which U.S. military and host country agencies (
exchange investigative information;

d. The absence of other U.S. investigEtive capabilities; and

e. The unique and vulnerable position of U.S. forces abroad.

D. AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES

DoD C.-nmponents are authorized to gather information essential to the
"accomplishment of the following defense missions:

1. Protection of DoD Funct.ons_.nd Property. Information may be
acqoUred aoour activities Qhreateninqg efense military and civilian
pe-sonnel and defense activities and installations, including vessels,
aircraft, communications equipment, and supplies. Only the following
t./pes of activities justify acquisition of information under the authority
cf this subsection:

a. Subversion of loyalty, discipline, or morale of DoD military \
or civilian personnel by actively encouraging violation of law, disobe-
dience of lawful order or regulation, or disruption of military activities.

b. Theft of arms, ammunition, or equioment, or destruction or
s.ebotare of facilities, equipment, or records belonging to DoD units or
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. c. Acts jeopardizing the security of DoD elements or operations
or compromising classified, defense information by unauthorized disclosure
or by espionage.

d. Unauthorized demonstrations on active or reserve DoD instal-
1 ati ons.

e. Direct threats to DoD military or civilian personnel in
connection with their official duties or to other persons who have been
authorized protection by DoD resources.

f. Activities endangering facilities which have classified
defense contracts or which have been officially designated as key defense
facilities.

g. Crimes for w'hich DoD has responsibility for investigating or
prosecuti jang.

2. Personnel Security. Investigations may be conducted in relation
to the following categoiries of persons:

a. Members of the Armed Forces, including retired personnel,
members of the Reserve Components, 'and applicants for commission or
enlistment.

b.DJD' civilian personnel and applicants for such status.

c. Persons having nee,' for access to official information re-
quiring protection in the interest of national defense under the Depart-
ment of Defense Industrial Security Program or being considered for par-
ticipation in other authorized Department of Defense programs.

3. Operations Related to Civil Disturbance. The Attorney General is
the chief civilian officer in charge of coordinating all Federal Govern-
ment activities relating to civil disturbances. Upon specific prior
arthorization of the Secretary of Defense or his designee, information may
be acquired which is essential to meet operational requirements flowing
from the mission assigned to the Department of Defense to assist civil
authorities in dealing with civil disturbances. Such authorization will
only be granted when there is a distinct threat of a civil disturbance
exceeding the law enforcement capabilities of State and local authorities.

E. PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES

1. The acquisition of information on individuals or'organizations
not affiliated with the Department of Defense will be restricted to that
which is essential to the accomplishment of assigned Department of
Defense missions under this Directive.

2. No nfor,,ation shall be acquired about a person ,r organization
S oely because of lawful advocacy of measures in opposition to Govern-
ment policy.



3. There shall be no physical or electronic surveillance of Federal, (e State, or local officials or of candidates for such offices.

4. There shall be no electronic surveillance of any individual or
organization ex-cept as authorized by law.

5. There shall be no covert or otherwise deceptive surveillance or
penetration of civilian organizations unless specifically authorized by
the Secretary of Defense, or his designee.

6. No DoD personnel will be assigned to attend public or private
meetings, demonstrations, or other similar activities for the purpose of "%
acquiring information, tgeZllection ofwhich is authorized by thi s

Directive without specific pri6orapprovai by the Secretary ofT, Defense, or
rims designee. An exception Lo this policy may be made by the local
commaTnder concerned, or higher authority, when, in his judgment, the threat
is direct and immediate and time precludes obtaining prior approval. In
each such case a report will be made immediately to the Secretary of
Defense, or his designee.

7. No computerized data, banks shall be maintained relating to indi-
viduals or organizations not affiliated with the Department of Defense,
unless authorized by the Secretary of Defense, or his designee.

F. OPERATIO•NAL GUIDAICE

1. Nothing in thiý Directive shall be construed to prohibit the
prompt reporting to law enforcement agencies of any information indicating
the existence of a threat to life or property, or the violation of law,
nor to prohibit keeping a record of such a report.

2. Nothing in this Directive shall be construed to restrict the
direct accuisition by overt means of the following information:

a. Listings of Federal, State, and local officials who have
official responsibilities related to the control of civil disturbances.
Such listings may be m,.aintained currently.

b. Physical data on vital public or private installations,
facilities, highways, and utilities, as appropriate, to carry out a
mission assigned by this Directive.

3. Access to information obtained under the provisions of this Direc-
tive shall be restricted to governmental agencies which require such
information in the execution of their duties.

4. Information within the purview of this Directive, regardless of
when acquired, shall be destroyed within 90 days unless its retention is
required by law or unless its retention is specifically authorized under
critaria _stablished by the Secretary of ,efense, or his designee.

4
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5200.27(
5. This Directive does not abrogate any provision of the Agreement

Governing the Conduct of Defense Department Counterintelligence Activi-
ties in Conjunction with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, A\pril 5,
1979, nor preclude the collection of information required by Federal
statute or Executive Order.

G. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMiENlTATION

This Directive is effective immediately. Forward two copies of
implementing regulations to the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense ,
(Policy Review) within 120 days.

W. Graham Claytor, Jr.
Deputy Secretary of Defense

Enclosure- 1
Delegation of Authority

-a
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5200.27 (Encl I)

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

A. The Secretary of the Army is designated to authorize those activities
delineated in subsection D.3., basic Directive. This authority may not
be further delegated to other than the Under Secretary of the Army.

B. The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Policy Review) (DUSD(PR)) is
designated to authorize those activities delineated in subsection E.5;,
basic Directive, within the 50 states, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and U.S. territories and possessions. This
authority may not be delegated. The investigating DoD Component, prior to
requesting approval for authorizations under this provision, shall coor-
dinate prospective activities with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

C. The DUSD(PR) and the Secretaries of the Military Departments are
designated to authorize those activities (delineated in subsection E.5.,
basic Directive) abroadl.when membership of the civilian organization is
reasonably expected to include a significant number of non-DoD-affiliated
U.S. citizens. This authority may not be furth.:r delegated to other than
the Under Secretaries of the Military Departments. WJhen the Military
Department Secretary or Under Secretary exercises this dele~ation of
authority, the DUSD(PR) shall be advised promptly.

,-. D. The Secretaries of the Military Departments are designated to authorize
in their Eepartments those activities delineated in subsection E.6., basic
Directive, within the 50 states, the District of Columbia, the Common-
wefalth of Puerto Rico, and U.S. territories and possessions. This
authority may not be further delegated to other than the Under Secretaries
of the Military Departments.

E. The Secretaries of the Military Departments are designated to autho-
rize in their Departments those activities (delineated in subsection E.6.,
basic Directive) abroadl when a significant number of non-DoD-affiliated
U.S. citizens are expected to be present. This authority may be further
delegated, in writing, as circumstances warrant, to an authorized designee.
The DUSD(PR) will be notified immediately of such further delegations of
authority. When the Secretary or Under Secretary of a Military Department
or his desiqnee exercises this delegated authority, the DUSD(PR) shall be
advised promptly.

F. The DUSD(PR) is designated to authorize those activities delineated in
subsections E.7. and F.4., basic Directive. These authorities may not be
ýurther delegated.

1 "Abroad" means "outside the United States, its territories and possessions."

0. ..
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I ~~~~DEPARTMENTO' J AM

No.ECURITY WAsni , oN, DC, 5' obhClrP 1.17

AM cQUISLTTON AND STORAGE OF INFOXPM-ATION CGIN'CEiRNING
NON-E~iATVDERSONTS AAND OL.GAN1ZAT1'ZS

J,7 eatire intinediately upon receipt

This is a newr Armny regulation which supersedes letter AGDA.--A-3, I June 1971, subject:
Acquisiliionl of Infornlaiion Concerning Persons and Organizations not A [hi jate i with Mhe
D epart ziz en t of Defen 8se. It provrides direction co ncern ing th e acqizisil ion, reportingq, process in g,
andI storage of informnation on persons or organizations not affiliated with the Depart inent
of 'Defense. Local .sippkirlen lotkIn of this regulation is prohibited except upon approral of
the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence.

P o licy -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

Ajpplicability in ýrh1 w ~ - ---- ---- - - - - - - - --- --.- - - - -

E " n la i 4 1' - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- 4

01)4nri~ions n 1:0-1 to JP1 oti,,in of Army i,''- IuwL Amr*,,'. nn1 bronrvmn

()oratioi'' ruln111d b) eivti!I 7

M am asi~ -wih "AT nig meki.s - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - 1
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1

A~ppendix 14. Snocwi!l Roquosi iFiAiii (n)p -------------------- 113-B-

A\ppendix C. !iiil',I: (4 ';tol - - - - - - - --- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - C- I

1. Purpose. 'fins regula I ion imploiielltts DOI) r. Where ncqui.,ition aitwities ari au.thiorizal
IMnccie 5200.27 anid establishes palkiy iand p10- by OIi redaiilat to meet an essential requircninitt.

Cceluvis govenling uthe ne l~tttllufl reportt11i,. proo- oriltornination. 11laxlnntI I'l re~lfince be phfe
e~siung an(. stojitge of iNTeiithi i~ )it persous or fill lialisonl with wiitnesli je ivili' t 1X'tt9ti-

orgnnizatkms iml: Mflatedl witiholi Doptirtmnunt :ngoncies. Fedvil-t sth t?. ntntdocl
of ]ce~nse. 3. Applicability and scope. (T. This rcvu!:idaio is

2. Policy. az. Depnrtnwn I of thbe Anny polh tlcv hiolhialwe w) we f~lW jflZ

proHibts an' Ithnig, rep)i)rtiilg,, JYioevssing~ or StOr- (1) All Dopurt t*inet of th 110 q Ar Wi.mi-ljf aini
im-, of hiformiation on persons or orgzanzatiofls not militry Persdntlel. 1major 0rm 1oonniands," it,-

Mftihat with the Tepartment 4f Defense, eXcepL Mtallaiions. alivties, a~ir'wiae am! orqinhuatiti
i1141cr Monos viri lInstatires allhfri?.ed int pilt- wit Jill the 50l Atates the Dtsrirt of Moumnbia.d

Lz1'tlJis 6 and 7 below when suchelt winforimion is- Conmmonwealth1 of V ; uertot Ric-o the Virgin 1isbn ids.
essential to aecoinpli~h. Departi 1 lt of Army the Paama Canal Zone. G~iont, Aniernea Samoat

!fliS~~flS. iOE the (Itinno islanlds.
b. All' inforiatrinn-gzaliiering fLctivViIs are (2) Tit addlition to iti aoppacahiity in ihe

sitbljt't to overall r,-ivilihfl eontrlol andl gener~tal gewzs'altplift areas vited d irvel~l albove, the pt'ovi-
Si' pervi.siull by the Secretary or tUnder Secretanry ky~t of1 thi Ml~Iithmt b!il apply to I he wpi
'if the Army. fin"r

q'his reguiation supers edes: DA Ltr ACI)A-M (I June 1971, CS. I June 19-71. Acquisition of Informarifon Con-
cwrnin Persons arnd Organizations Not Afiliated with the M~partlent of Deei mad DA LI.- -IAAI;-PAP--A M-
25 O)ctober 1.)7*-:,. i)A.-DII- P. f Novembe~r 0972. 1'icreening of Mhe Arnivs lnwelliene Rles.

- ~ C S. A2J
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nu~iiith ('OeimintIig iinOiiDO-Hfilkif.Cd VS (itizenls Such (ctkvitie'- Nvill colitinue to be coiiliiuct~f ini

nyw eeinl tile wvorhi. acVcordanice Nwil iii appicabl e regrulations.
(3) All resources of the Aepartment of tdie C. Thbis roeglila unit (does not. abrogate anly jpro-

Army including but not lini ited to conntem telli- visions of the D 1elim~itatIion-s Agreement of 1949,
,reIvnc units stafis andl per~omiu(l, ams well as nny uts amieinded, b~et ween thle, Federal Burc il Of

ohruisafo-Personnel AN10request, acquire, Inetgto ull h Deuletse of teAI111V

prIocess, store, evatluatte or repiort information Navy , and Air Force (ARl 38-115)
co vered by tilec policies mnd proceul res of ths 4. Explanation of termis. Tieu trnihinohimv RS
regullation. usetd inl thle glossary, a ppenduix A, is appi icablo

(4) Inv~g v/o trutl gneact ivi ties for the purpose of this reguha ion.
tintlrtaken to: 5. General. a. This regulation is time sole andj

()Safeguard defense hiuforunatiom. exclusive Department of the Army authority for'
(b) Protect Armiy personnel against sub- acquiring, rejlorthig, processing and storin:g ef

version. investiga tive information onl persons and orzanii-
(c) Protect. Army functionsý and property, zations not affiliated with. thle Dtepai tumel of

inicluding. facilities h a vinig class~ieid defense con- Defense. No other Departmnent of the Arm or (i

tracts or those officially desigznated key- defense subordinate connianiud regulation, policy' I _t er?
foci lities. circular or other form of anthorirý , I fe

(d) Conduct coliiuteriiuttlli!!enlce surveys, or unclassifledi, will be uszed to justify avtUi .izis

ý.e rvices antI intsp'c tion. prohlibited by this regulation.
()Conduct investigative activities author- b. Apparent, violations of policics set fort in

ized ini connection withi civil disturbance resýponisi- thi regulation will be reported by Army personnnc!
bilities as outlined in paragraph 7 below, to their superior and to the Inspector General.

()Conduct personnel security investiga- Commanders will expeditiously re port such ap-
live leads as requmestedl by the Defense Investi- parent Violatioits through channels; to HQDA

gative Serv-ice. .(DA-MI-DOI) WASH DC 20310.

b. This, regulation does not apply to,- c. Army components of unifietd commirandsi re-

to ) be Ga retainedn foried11 the purpose oftucin provdin a orlclawefcmnthaeny. flithe Source
Arimi lnetwt akrudiformato Cbote refse suchar referral. the informsoftisreu ation will hli oh-m

the Activitiessassocations anrbeliefsafhyndiridotamed an instedciatel ftirtse toD (DthepNDu
(3) Unleitsreetion bypbis authori ated elfeihere in Uiiinsolawte enourcemeso. c f ores e

(4) Foreignt intelgneiformation frmpb includingce (2) Informationurceiveduntfromg anfrnnvcom
soeyfrthe ac uisitý io e ortng proessring aepnd e storing telephonied callrs wruith ten n Uss s ofrontany
oflciqiie.Hwvr such informnation, othe nean will be referred toteapoprit FeOt'5dearali-sat
to (b) Activiies ondteuctoed on trovidPentagn ortldcin l~awgenforteme(t aboenc.Iftesuc

* ~ ~ An T esei*\-atio in baccrlaceoutiith provisionaboft refAsthotuch thisni reglainfoi imposes ciletAin

tihnePorm''adivsiaie activitiesitmsadbeQofW i? tke n ited l inshl not ithendimed

(6)s Authaorize crimina, inetgtinadlioos it.proib~itl the Apn romt potetted.it
ifr(4)iFoeint itliec informto gahring ationitcuies(ie, personne.ftinctions ancivd m'et from tnonmou

* tlmn-e(5 activities no cotntdrcntedion te reltated'' threat descraribpd 5Q) labaove . Ato u r
* lReeivaio arccrdalcewt the rpIoiiii fmltry oicsiand of ze. blhog this regultion i beundsescrtk n t

tile US Army Criminal Investigation Command, identify and counter such thireats..

:77.' A



:93ep temb er 197! jilt 0ISOM

I. Operalnnsii rotlt~ed iO jltieCtioi or' Army swim I uis mt Wa inted wxilli DOD) 1111;- ]wt t11;10o
per5;oinnel, funictionis andl pro!3ertv. a. I tnaon intln 14) doiteliiliiti Aini lioT oni' nnr noial llwoan

(III p)r:ýoiis lit1  0intnZoiii off1atilinftoi with) sit iat ion, 11j14, lillttt'iiiti' ice unt lin'C-
tlhe I)'poitiiieit. ol IDefletis Iiia be cill(d e iiiý liaisuti wet ti~hx ill ii'q~ll.-t the apro

of Ibis old'ý.phmii if 014-ro is a rooinsnalNo ha.-i.-( th [ nhutoni rfititiiliV-c by t ({it, imiw1:itiilr.
to bellievet halit olitv 0 iiflt. won the 1 ii Imin f~it liwevA'i, 1111f1 noli ciI' ( 1 (1 )I lcý 161t tt' ~i the 1:11v

sitttitltas ~xtss: (fl~t t~tifli t inhorlion Z hi-, le ic ýIjues t! i, tiwnti-li
(1. 'Ihef. dstitiiti ti sill~t ileli \i'ti)~tS, iinformaitionit thli acIi-iiistionl of Nvli.l~ i-4 prohliji~tol

aiittitiiiiolji, vCiiptitplhltt, w~~jj ii'5 oI ,iii be i u i~litIn f lie civi o uoen
1;).I~I- tcDOD 1)])uits or' ilnst'aiilimisu. ti iii sittttor Nvill not, pinotile the neeoded.

(2) Possible iupiouis of dlsi~lielmite illtfiinw I it'll Ito faiclt or, the ,it i;ttiint t:1d a
iiuhnfouaiotan by ortitiwzildsl~n i 11Y ieijiet fol. alittliorixa tion to ittilize Anrm jinvesli-

(3, Stilersioln of' loyalty, J1i:;cip'itO ort wittitle in VC~-5t iiýtt IO 1;);)t ta will be forwti led II- the
,x 1)ipwumait. of die Army militai ry oi cvian oittett'In'o'tfltltiii? ii

pol)one by ativcly of blt t ilAd.0I--DM)(. h rqwtii

III d!.iritjptitli of miilitary activities. c. 'heot c ii i 'ei n used in n'Thy ut~a nret ls

(4) IDeonlonIra tlioi1 oin 0 i' l or I-e]mowe tU) ciwtInittt a wilat i Io I'5 I'tion, operarioi In-
Arm v31 in.ýtafllations or deinonstrttioti iInnleuitttely voiwNg P~M w. olgmdvultOl.ý ]lot 'ThiiatolI

adpoenlt to 1heni ulinh are of sitilt a si/e or char~- wi tI D OD annwfc)iows:

act or thiat they mre liMy ito in terfere with the (1) lt ie uwt groitt titist 1epto cat a sipzilyi-
vtolj ow of milittiry 00tivities. Arnied It ivos 'J t t t)1i t-i >1010 tltiett to I~x Myumv .1

hucrtion Cent rs, U`S Atrmy Iecruithinrx Staio- c tfet'votieSs or Aitar Alnmtionýt and -properly,
N~o Q' Moi1)st and fMiltEN of leileralzI-'10il~illin1 b ati t'd d

National Gu iarid Units are considiredtio he actire t t2) sThelio) hawt lionet ~ and in "Intt'>

D)OD intallaiittionis. Pot- thie puirpose3 of this snb- euain
~~~~~ IagarmpW1 ROTC Installatos ont Canptses are

nert con3dre ti) 1) civ rreev An ' in~iation cannot ortill' i not be
instalatonsidard coberagtie or rheiostre rtinstiv pm o' ntl bxI- Fedoral, State anid loc-al law oniton e-

insmiatiot aindit cmmid ofrinto doithon tae Forea
adljacent to s;:r cl iallations is not atiHorizedI. nq ~tve n oviain-N h eea

(5) Di wct threat,; to DOD nmilit~ary or civilian BIreai.,t of lnoLe> ati2:tol (AR 23S].--1 15) has been

personrnel ravzarduig diedr official duties or to other Colniplete r.

pet, ~l an thoriz protecoim by DOD resowcena d. Upon~ tortniinatii of4) at tilautloil/.oti invos'tigat-

06) Act ivit jes or leniuoistrations out ha naeinz t loipe n tlui I ai ntiuui'otit repor1t, itt~dtditi an

v!&s4ihed defense ctntiz it facilities or key deens tI uwKVsj of the rosI-Ni and value of dhe investi

facilities, inichuding the Panamao Canal and thosep gftt~iol: opela.11011t will be forwvardhi itoi HQDA

related operational facilties of thii Panama C'anal .DAMI-D(I)L. If an a.tixthorized tinvestigation.,

approvred by TIQDAý as key to the defense and operatio i~s subsequently expected tO eXtRYt

opert,.itotl of the Polairif Canall. beyond 12 ituonlis. a, ret et for revaliataton u hh

L. EiRocive liion with. local laiw enfircement JiIiJ~ltttThIszt be. subiIiitCd ton IIQDAý as

agimneies will he 4cnndtacted on a reqnlar baI). t outlined above.

di!errmnine if actual or potential situation.- tie- e'. Observatmin br jarni imisesmoaws of temlomi-

siCribed in paragraphs Ca( I (2). (:3) and (63) Arations as tiesvibvilt in pa rwraphi 6bm K4 ., dbove is

ex~~ist. ('ounterinto hgence surveys and inspect iots auhothediXOt.

(AR :;81-13t0) wiil be conducted for the samie f. Upon i-eceipt of information tmoncemflt
)iu:rpose. b, ase'd on information reepived, ithe ret ulsiblinptaahdv5) boe
ctrtomiitdotr of a major Ar-my cuimmnand or an appr'opriate pe.i-soirnel wilil be inforntie antd all

Army installation erzmamandier has reason to be- pertinent in format ion fmmishet ex-pe, Utiottsiv to

Eove thatr STUiNmir involvitng poi-Fors and onnini- the local office of 0hw 1etern i Burvn:t of Itnvesi-

0uIT>
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taltionl, to Ili( Iocal find 1tat1 (0i eit I IQDA tiemllir', repoll rt ~ofvi' or storo civii uli.st rbao'co
(DAM! F--1). iniformtionii conc'rlimgý nolnna i bated Ipersolisli and

fl. ( Iaiaxiiiriatioiis. orgnillixaio 101.5; u(pon receip( jt of Specific Prior au-

(1) Ior' thle puro'_)504) 110f ti('i Oaton lluriiatioli. fromi ti~c Srcrct'Ilary o1 the Ut I Ild'v'
wilol-oiantmtii 141inr of tWSw ulaHA ti a

formiaiati'zion s';d ' xviii otillvci il tlui'ea tl iii o'cx'ik' gyntI wholx.Sl~l thev ilt iotiictiothrn ofit
(2) When. the cojmiiiaIecl of a mlajor' :Iii c ivil Idi.-rbllt'aii(( cm'oeiing_ the lxv 1 erforc'('le lt,

'oniniitinlid or1 Oi Armv jinstalla 111( conimnoamer Cpalbli~t of Ala ie an1d loo'd uiortiss The ait-
i~lelttifiwie a need for at chara0('cflteriz tio culorn(itll.Lt tluritiitioti bY>itilx the >ý.ccietnrv or tlie Under
a Specific Personi, ýi'oii or orrtua it hc ilt Sc crc'r Vily xvi Ct- o I'0-t OW p)roc(Idure and the

0'ia:11o0e from UQI ) (D)AN! -iA ()A IWASH OW ]. I lni tOsn tilec 1Clliszitiia 1'104,reot inn', 1t'OCCSý-
DC 20,314, citing ju.,tifi(::tioll. Sud0(1 btarct ('Iza- lin.- andl stliug of ('ivil dlisturbance hin fration.
tions \Niill lnot be of prep')~ re local1ly. 110. /lll~y As aihll except~ ion to tilie above liinii-

(81 Q)DA (I)AN I [--I)W, wxill do-ciiý4na Ic ta ionn overt acqniu-iion anit euirint maintenance
such1 charact'eriizationis 0) Atiit coitalinda. wxheni of tho foil' x ing inforillaill to'by ikld ('otlfltdthiei's

required, for tiheir it-,e in ])1o' cting .Armyt Per'i- i., ailttio' ix;.d

F sonl tic fun c ti'iis and proporty. (Qj IA Wn of loc'i No' and I ci'Ml ofncials
7. Operations related to civii (list urba ni Cs. a. xvii>'e (Iiltii diec 1 '(ie)tIe 1ioit-ibiiiitics relatecd
(zi 0(1(1. '[he Attorny Gceieral of tihe Ltitd to thec 1oli of ' id!h~ distot barnes.

S'tha(s is thet (ilef civiliant otiicer inibil of (2) Daxta mi vial 1ittliic and ccmnnhi'ieial
CCFOI'diiiitiiiir all FedelLral Govvetunict acivitics ilnstallia lonQ and pri 10 i'vate fMGMiie be-
r'elatn to ch i (vil dis t tiilbhiices. The~ >(ecre0tnryt' of lie v'd to31 'pPli tarnrk.ts for ind ividuals or

Ariy, as Execut ive Agenxt for the Dep)cjart- 010n/ lOc'e"e ncxI i~rli
n11011t of Defens.-e, relies; upon the Dop it ilt'lent of' e. lq P'(I a'l~wif, no a d anaiy0zri g ca~ lri.3-'

Julstice at the national level to fii rnii-ll 6\vil dIisý- hibiitýi'toe' iw 11-ut',o 0n i IJftiiL1. Tie US A1rmy
to ibnnce th~rea t in f minat i n. rqir ii ic to sup port M iii at' Suipport -s'nln' ( USA- [SA), Office of
pilannintg thlr'oughouot thec Depart ni ut o f Defcn ~e thi be pFSru ('hiei'f of St ati' for Oniet'auons.- and
I' r liltlital v civil dis;tui'banco and'I-' 01 ('011': Plaits, )A. and t~he 0{lice of tile Assýistanmt C'hief
'Ilaringlh of cixvil distuimrbae sht iO lins Wiilli of MtaY for Iwlycliii'm o (OACISDI D A, will be
ll'nY eX~Cled tie chiphi bil ities for 'onitrol by local providedi thrieat -InJ early warning information b~y
aml.( stat ' authiori'ies. Military forces may be teDptettof Jutice. OACST is the only

* used to iestore laxw arid order when tOe Presiden agenw' authorized and[ responsible for processing
hias determined inl accordance Nvitli C'liaptcr 1 5. this information. Aiiy SUb)Se ittnt field collection
T itle it). United States Codie. that thle situtioa n and 0111 001 i'' of civil distuti'bance informationt

* is bey-ond tile Capability of civilianl noh'ncies to liutst havxe the prior' approval of the Secretary or
00W1110'1 etfee[ i vely. Uninet' SccrerLy od f the Art-ty.

b. iacport;s onl (hpl((ynlieritvf Aidot mli (''iardo'd((00' Int'. ,i~'O

stafe contr'ol and poiW e uTI inl the elaf q/ (1) Analyzed/1( reports prepared by OAC'SI inl
actua e1101 LFd "ixtuance. Active At'ti com'mandlaoers accordanie wxithi suibpar'aL'r pit e above wvill be
M~ay repor't titat Naltionali Iiaurdl tilis under furnished appropr_:tte field comitnanders ontly when.
state control anid police unit, are currentuiv etn- specifically dMected byv the Secretary or Uinder
tpovei its a. control fore to) deral. xvih actuatl Civil Sectetary of the Army. T1he (iýýzsctnination of
distutrbances occurr'ingz xvii in twhei eiz'-ii'i analyzed reports to) the Rohld does ntt authorize
area. of responsibii t. Such .reports will not: ('otatt fAIel commnanders -o acftiti or pwu~cs cixil (lis-
information iden tifying in lividuals awl I u'tainiza- t urbmitee in formatioIn. Analyzed reports provided
linus not athiatef with tie Depnrtent 4Ff D'ekne hv 0AC'SI x%1i be used for planninng purposes.
all([ \\ill only ho husm! upon informatim inn oc i My w re'xilt be retained by OACS1 and by field cont-
overtly fromn local, State. Fede.ral ofllcials- or fronm wanders not longger than 110 udays after the zxrmma-
tihe ttexs inedmi. lion of tile :sitaatiolt to whiiich1 they pertain.

LX 1 atOl.on Ex('eop as au thoriz/edt in pam-r (2) Anal vzN( repmorts mxill be tpromp tly diis-
giraphls d1 and e belowx. Anyrmti mmT~Flli's ilax onmly senihitatet xvit-iii th li \,ii tafF andi Armiy
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~ccc u ct o tho,ýe offlicials 1esj)Oiiiblo for Civil (3) Ci46dtcbne home7n
di I lrb I),. l(' ope 0rat ioncsI . (a) Civil di!turbanre informnation, d eveloped

"I". b1ioruge. a. Prel Udlion, 'No Army clement vwi1 or acq((uired during, an auithoizei.d period of field
rtaiin its hils anv inrorniation. the aýcqnlisition ehii in reporting or processing adwities

of 1which is jiioluibit el by OhiS rgillaiuon. 11mist be destroyed wiO bn 60t days; aflor the
1). Perh'l ofj relentioi. terinii nation of tlie vihil disturbance.

(3) MwcJ. Informadm it nequred, in necoid- (b) Afternacion reports end historical un
lunles f ciildisturban7ce ncCtivitiscldco

tha th pvio skf"N lxmvmi'as ts nk~nt bydieTVArmy may be retained permanently
for a gnya or perind is spoeeilally ivqiiitec by hi u%* but refa"? revnces to nown-aiilated persons

(2) Jkbforiation rechdcd to lie" ifl'o'leiel, '?f or o1'r-gnizadoios to thep greatest extent 1)05511)10.
Arm)y pforsofliid. jJnfl elmas, andL )proj)rtt!I. Thrcat (e) P*lannuintg inifoirmationt, us d (escribed ill
in fornia tio falling WItaN the categories lis (' ini l))iI~Tph ICi May IM 1)0 retai Mt e the mIN'-

l~aatiAh (a).boe nmay bQ retained ini the file Mn 111on is cofeeTM a a current.
subijeckt to annital reivie and vemlucadmio. At thet (4) Xlol''~/~ W)unwint. Library and refer-en':c
time of the annual review, continued retention of materia igellarelly avai'lable to the, eneralI publirc
infornatkio on individuals or organizations no luC e) ~titdwtotlmtto.Ti nvia

tttihitedwih te Dpotmet o ~will not be mawin tAlled or. inserted inl subifect or
authorized only if- oune nits uniless the ml oruna tin s retainable

(a) it is d eterunhinl itht thein forniath une thr"aonhrzdb ti euain
was acquired proIperly un1lder the provis.Ions of uetohr reraahOnile charathis euation.

* 1 )~aragrnphi A' aliove awl that the individual or t)(watoi~lo~.Ol hrceiain
organiza on fatls in to (ne of 0",t fiowig cat- pr~ovided by IIQDA will be jmaintainled onitiMe. A

gories: . i niicrlorrtazlIUh s arnaahez dion so provided May be retained until

1. Tio ndivdua oiorgnizaioahas the threat is locally determiined~ to be nlon-existent.

been onnecmd withl all actual examnple(a of or' until notitication is received fromt H(QDA

violiece or crmnunal hotility directed aint (.DAI_\I-DOA't that ib is rescinded or supersededu,
1xiidlleNŽC is sooner. DANIlI-~DCA. is responsibule

an Armsyear.nynttlt~ tiiywtm ~l for' cond~uetimntz anl amnnual. reviewv pursuant to

2. The individunl or onaizt has paragrap~h Sb(2) above, of all, ch-aracterizat1ionl.s on

been connected with anl expllicit tre to Army )land to ye cifxy their currency and validity, and

previous year.reeedospreed

3.Theý indlividual's or organization's Stv pecial C~si~aT.: ro

continuing hostile- nature in the voityof Army lint) ion avicluired in the Ncourse, o' '11 approved!

installations continues to provide at the Hine of 5~ea nenainoeaii aaip i
the annual review a signiiant. potential solirce above) May~ be retained pernuanrii.Q by the IN

* of harm to or dinruption of the installaton or its Army Investigative Records Repo.-niour. This

funcv.tions. in": ides inforniation. properly acquireud prior to

4. The individual or orgamiz-ation liasý the conduct of the specrial investigation,:operatin

wxithin. the prevCious year, counseled or published andi that acquired froin any ziource during the

inforn~iaton actively enei ilragitq Armny perso-nnel COUPse of the iesiainprtii.However.

to violate the Law, disrupt military actfivities or once the special investigation, operation terninfates,

adisobey lawful regulations or orders. &ny -- ew information properly avquired relating, to

(1;'! When, on the date of time annual review noni jfmiiated subjects of the prior special iuvesti-

describe~d abovie, an authorizedi invesnigaton xinder gationj!operation is subject. to normal retention
paragrnlh si rges in~fori ation may be c1iter'ia, including annual verification procedureý.

retained for a period of I year or until the in- 74) For-meri Wjlatel person. investigative

_ast u~ati~ 6- conpleted, whichever occurs sooner. fileie of persons -wlo were !ormerly aifiliated with

Anyv further retention must be authorizedi in the Department of Defense niny he rztained ior

acordannce %irnh this pai'agraph. 15 Year s Te~ept tbit files, whichreutdi
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adve'rse action ngain.-; due individnual wvii lie (d) Inforniation resub lling from ncti\itit,
retained perilmanent.lv. 1lowxever, once thle, aIfilia- involix jg an uni ilolnt iat'dl report. from lam-11
tioii is ternainated, ocquing andl adding wateial. hrs of the Imiidlio allegng inmibneit invasions,

to0, ieis probibitod iiiiless and until the tcrrorst plots and shnilr event of a delu~ohoal
aflhto srenewved or the iiaUtKi'i is o)therisie nainr and assorted Srauik" fils may be McAWi~i

* retnainabh!e munder this; pniragra jil InI tile. latter in) exce.1s of 1 year i.l Suject to ai nnual IC view. for
ia~ai~,ny now niNKtiia is subjetL to annual lpcrtineruoy.

* ~veririca Iion procodlll(-s. 9. Prohibited activities related to persons and
Ullre-8;it cobll;)g erirf-tile (,f Dc- oranz 1i not afla eA wit the Deparmentr

fenase )'(scarchi. Posse.sson of a facilit y chin aniev of Del'ezse. a. -No in form ati on will be, accj m irec
by a university (does iiot mitake thie untiversity abohmut a 1p'PsOli Or 01riani~zalion. sole01V beCauseo 01t

afflite fo ]lip05'5ofthis regula lion. Individual lawful advocacy of measures in op~positionl to
clearance holders at luu tr-výi ties are affliae US G c . 3overninettc p0! ice, or beca us of act ivit. in
with. the Deportoonit of DfitSeo and their in- support of racial andu civil rhigs interests.

*vcstt;tit five files are stihjvd to tihe mrinm 51 iiidails 1). 'iflare wvill ha no cleri ron~in simrvc-ii I ane of
for (icquti-itioii aitd reiitomith as are those of other %0dMa, Sm ate or loca othejos or of candidates for
WSWi a e persons. Anl v )opar; a en of lie Anny such oflios. ii Thre WiJ~ 1o 1no 110hyhv al sttrvei~l lane

facilities; or p)roeprty :at. unuiverv~itios in a v be inl- of siuch peisons except as Vn aI e&l in pnragraph
(.1 tded itilder tilie pravo-jon of pua rogrpl1 i t~a). 97 be Iow-,.

tY 17/Jo q f ro~ a ribb; Jn f 1honak Titol -ion c. TI lre will be no eletruk i nit ur-veillance of an '
* ~~of let ainable infornmation in ai file rola ting to a individ al or (age mzati ton except as authorie,i

particýular Dpartoment of Defens4e it i~sulta I in ,ioor bli*'d cu atm
facilitv (rather0 tha ii in zsor o15 il'5O a noni-affbiliated (I. Thor vvWill b)e no covert or o tI oewie (leepive
gronup or person)l d(101's not exe at Pt thme tile froi cm urvilvel ai:(o or none Ira tia of civilian origaniza.-
the icy iirenen t for annual revievl ir vla ad tWHOM. thin~s tiless npecitaalo-; anutlouiRMe by the Scr-
lust orica 1 files,, after act ion reports- and other ic tarY or theo Mull- Secret ( Ivo the Army anQ~
s-im~ilar nonitneha v doecnuinens to the muaxi- maI Žc- fsc cidiiscnuce n

* 111 amu extent wvitl avoid. hiiiclusio)l of snecifl names pgmorphir areas set forth iii paragraph, ;w~i1),
of non,-atlilliated persons nnid orgitniza tim A that after approval by thme Chairmian of thle Defense,
havxe englged in ac tivitlies in formnation. about Ineti 1 i- eview Council.
which utti be1 requtiredl repoi-ted, proce.-scv, ank! e. No Army personinel, inilitar~ or civilian, wxill
retained under this; regrmla tion. be as~igned to at tend public or private meetings;,

* (10) (.Pher cafet/oc-i s. As specihod. below, (lemocistra ions;, or oth~er similar activities hiell-
re tenion 10 of jul oirtia-ion coneirning cecrtain on,- off-post to acpit nrcitioruni 1tiot au thorized by thit i

afibliatoil pers;ons or orga nizat ions; whose activities regina 11)1 Wit lion -tt speimmo: approval by the
involve ihemn withI the Departmentw of Defensev is Secretary or the IAn~ler &Ocretary of tile Arm ,v.
authorized. This proJ ibition initirdcs any at temnpt to enl-

(07) Activitie-s involvinmg a one-time, reqmuest couirage 01r re~turet the unoflic~ial attendance of any
for admisiti~on to inistallat ions e~. speakers, persoliS at. su~ch eventsw, wherher or not such piersonl-
1)nnd(15 drill teamns). Retent ion is anthlorizedI for nel htave offiio coumnterintciizecne or investigative
1 year after the e vent.. responsibilities. An exception to tho policyse

(mActivities inmvolving a requet. dha t fortil in this poagraprip is authlorized a local corn-
-A~rmy personnel at tend or oihciein-, at civilian uMander whu'n, inl his~ jialugunent., the th~reat, i
sponSOred. inentings or ve leinouies, as representa- direct a11( iou inCeiattC anld tinie preclude., obtai~nilvg
tives of tHie Army 01r DOD. Retention iA an tloried prior approal. in such casesoý a report. will be waicoe
for I year after the e vvnz. inamedialtely to 1IQD A (DAN 1-D01 1 .

(c,) Information resuti-iing frnti activities f.The ph3-sicmmi pre.,enle of it non-DOD afifiliatod,
involxuilig requests from members of the public person onl an Army post or ifistailation, in the,(
for photos or signatures of coflimandc'rs, copies of absence of a I ret a's outnline in ))ariagrapii 'a
unit inigida, or sinlilzar anit ci .ta. Retention is above, does not wvarrant zaCquisit ion, report log.
authorined -ubject to awuuuda review for pertinency. procnssuiiz, or Atmrg of iniorniation on till':
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flividi;IJ. However, .111 illtillai lion. cOiulm.lliJ. or a (ionion<ie maianiti oigait~zain lol iv.ii
Way: hu~ ve allyV jiper0i1 01 grol Ip of Ovrsoi)S ecý-or oil persoimel, spcrifhic advacei ( oprovll\d by (Ile Ser~rp-
while on, post- by unifornne(. personnel or their torv Or Under S§evrotar of the Armyi awl, in
ne l ivities Iloilit roi'i by noii-f obl-inic~l '91d nion- the casýe of siw nctiviitie.s, ronclcld .de in thle vo0-
d eiej [i ve 100 tI ods, if considny i nietl]cesuC5~ for grophie areas set forthI in parqintigo QQTi), y

pot.sourty ililary iiivest icators; mlay he the W'iojin= of die Deh'e-e litvest;itigae Mwhyi

di.-ctedto aiond ulYiii'etiti~s or ehfuelol:ýtrlionv Coucliirqiel

htined .on~taiulitl"t iiflorllli donI on il -\j disiturbalvtees wouild vjolnio (h ')isin f 1his re0ý11h:tiowi.
Or'01 )Oi personsand organizzitions not afhnoinited with Ii . lhe provi~iouisý of this regula m:;pltc
the IDepairtinent of Defense ijides ottlioi'izet by- Depuiorit ii of Ih lie prnotii~vdo
lie4 Secretary oP Under Secrtaotry of itle AkriiiY Iiloi'!ion-: cqOntrl of DOD. DA Pillll

andi aftor approval Ly tie Mimi=ilia O1 lhe ])ieuise thii opprutionnontolrnoho aeco
Iiy'te'iieReview, (Colinj'il. dciailed,ý loanled or Othieiwise0 not 1do

I". 11nvowztigatix-e vljekii. IflzOVh lIt'ttl0la i (;iht ixysk- onei1'atjonial cot('Oit' of DOD1 are exenilit frot INe
fIr zl1oi55afiv ns of tile affiliated ulbnject of 1lt all- provi.-iuoli of ihisý rp'0!Z'Iillao.

ti urizod in ve>.i igation if reoquiried byv th s op f .Ac to ildifuatiiotion obintined 111Jler'~i,
theoiilo'~u aiivi"tiui h a ionm. liowevvi'. it is pry- PrM'1A'l<I4 (If 01hi, i'u'2utlaioli w1ill be 3-~rsicjeil to
lMoli tou niiike Wei~i zlou'ivils o.'reo ivehs the any xov ut(ivo Ofer' t1 he FederAl Govrn-
a11)jet of nni ilA etiglilof or in) ('('0 relerngoe Dmi Stole or locail agezncy haviing1 n~log'tiloal;li
their. laiiies in. files I o lie retailned. lr'tforilo lionl oil 3noel to know ill connefction \vidt a in.miotr t:!
11n1 non1-DOD offilhiae u ii jero , or in the euse of ofliuia Who";ls oam! proci's-ng ooppipriv e Mher-
iflvP5(iEllAiS of 1)111 sidQIhh'" ulhned under' an In uluihtfil rasýes, thel (110niflel Of whelther111
the llnovisiions; of paigr'i'phi (hia of4 djsi'3 eallintioli, ;i1(('55 -lt'o,,! 1be provilled1 to a pa-rtlonl:ir1.no
InayI,, rei'tolainod i~n the -niuljoct s tile, This.- ijtfornia.- >honih he refe.rred to HQ)DA,(DAMN 1-)0ii
tion? ilnuy I)(_ ''lOS--lIV vlicout uiil.v if it falls Withini resollioti.n

the criiteliia ~~~h- ~ in 11: ia~rvpuijll 6a Of this 11 D)issemninationi of policy, a. Copies of thlis
reg'u lation. reozuihition will b~e inantauied in all offices whlere
10. Relaticias with other agencies. v. Nothiii vin th irties incllnle the acquiisition. reportng, proe-,

116ý ro'.1laton.prolibt.,eiter te pomp reort - torn, inaioncovered bv thi-;
*n to law enorlil thelvcso n nonalin rallto.Alpriole ntl~ fiv r

ke tig eoiv(l Iof :ýcI reipor't. Anythrea t to r e lillits .0~ isoios ilnaitu a vp
:1a rsl at ithorive I protect ion by tile L>i Secrte Ihs e1 ht booinapoi y10k 'etiretii~in hat
Serv'ivo ý;Ioui be1 )0Iremel, exeIlil iously and re- ail assig-ned persontnel have thorough red
pl1orti to tile neai est offijce of the Secret S~ervice. (i inilia ri/od i elenselves. tinderstood . andIv ill

4. Ibis regi ila tion. Ow)0 no0t p11)1 bibt the receipt foI~tlhlly vit ti tlie llr(Wisi~ls thereoi'f.

o[ informiation frotin ai I ,ionifies in tile vo)!lrs-e of b. All eominnand s andi auienejes will take ito-
lioison auithorpized by this reg-'iiiotiott ptovilied-- i0(101te orri' n to rerNi5 existing poic vltters:,

t1) tItlcl ~informtiiilion is promtptl V screened: roumliihitonlS. Or other giiidance to inisue 1Aon

WidO sistelify with thlis reziulation. In easeo of ilit.
( inforiinia oit not aitnlo&le Ao- the rteir- this 'egliathio wHIl apply. Copies of major truly

ti n, ov diis regutlahtion is imtmtedia tely 'lestrioveil. 'li l~l '~ ltt~lS l pICelnentLi~l-X thlis eri

c. w hue condct ot bilatreralI operations agaiinst lijiiwl e[l'i~~lIQAD~U-Df-('
fot'ej-11 initel liZenIV algenlCieS int VýSos wh~ere a c. Re~tees Aw fr canp lion or' addtins to
noin- DOD :e-rett(' utI' Ii uitrtio is alt hoi'ize 1. the polici(:q Pontainei Ih1'loin Wildh be ad-
I Io~veN-er!' ili the Ioperation rotol t 1 i 115 the wIve (rat doL1 dressoi thr1ott2'l ''otifllui oiiii 'on i) I1QT)A
(x t'do ctvo rt or a il 'rwi.-uIl'vocp ;tive s;uirvellanlee fA 1[D( ).
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12. Vcriflvificon, inspectwions, and rerm-.) u. Vfri- Enh 11P L Il ajtiiz Arinv ((liiitilidl, i(v

fieaion.ia The p1Xnl~oH ] (i charg oif olly hendyil'j1itVIeS or' w-iv'iit V 5iljort 11)~ i -(Iqilvilt(Iis oif tlii-ý
01' Offlice ill which files ,Itve jliii l~ilwd N1161 couiilrrj- ieolla Iintiml paIala 7ýph 3,1 a bore, Nvill -mLwi t a

lail inforimationith i. etc-itioll of whlich i :l~ Ilbji't 1ýHolfe report ewetirill the precedilitg, fi-cna! prear to

() th6i4 repin'lation will - IJQIA t)A 1-)O\V I11DC7 20311), not Litor
(Lt) C omoply withI the verifloiatiiil (-oi' I l pro- tllan 7 Aingiit atlumally. Thlbs repiiit will riifl(i'

Otldil~i'(llv ,o fort alitlil npp that a lliý rticltiniiti iia- H~ ~I: t :il :ll~lz ilýpvcion o ' l l qlS zlf I ll'e m dIot

subflil, it apo viciallt t. w;ie i ve on mrtini taon ni'Il
aseslo toe MII'Oi t Chlllr( WA mAulill s'ikti'' tnla lie

colpI-lý w t le p o i-iu r tl- thil"ion

()fe :o llc a uv w llýe k tl. I 'i kk lo o l ,i i p o ra tc r e iv w i l- i el ~
o i.ýillmeuilite.ýlero ifn'( i,- ullnb or deter-

Ilube -vlde.o ot1onim '- ntor'd

b). A-; a m~inlimumf, nimuol in'pi'iv- of' aetivity, '~Ind tllfoze of suboljoriitiot ('lellwlll-.

tioti ll, hiil CpA'lt 6.1 prlila, arl sýtalf levels will be couitalin noiiw 1finati(on 'tile l'Ctettioll of w~liic i-,

(chi'tllmv to imnsol ronlplmine with dii' pi'oviliois 1troHiht'ld lo. thiis ro lation. Thle ]Reporlt ( tioltm

of this; reguati onl. >\liniim for thi7s ropoiir isz DD--A(A)1I.

*wT.k::
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APPENDIX A

G'1,SSA ZY OF TERMS

A filhiatioii with JDepartivinci of' Defentse. A pt'i.soii, with1in t lie' greog-raphiic. aimias I is-Id in iw~t
grmoip (of pvmmsi•, 01' cgoiniza~ ion i.- n~(011-j(Ii-c graph 3atul) of i-is ITwaliontiIl De h-mi civl
to 1e aflilatel with ThV i4Pejiai-[ o of Do- dis4tlrbanlce ilchludesz all dmllnestic coillditioii•ý
fensew if thl, e I'il)-; illvol vid rie -- Vlji-iiiii0'- olikt-ly to require Toi 11-1, of' Fel(.lril

(I Liiijiloveil l'V 011 i'oiitirtill'ý with the0 V1,lieil fol-ces.- plirsininti to thle prvsosof
DOD 01' any- activity wniler tie jiiri~diction. (li1ipti'i ]5 of Title 1 0 Unlilci states Code.
of DOD), whtet loil on flit]l-t lie. ] pot -ti iv Civ-il lDiturhme Information. All itifoi-iiaion Oil

ci' consul t tive fri . 0i'rsi.ls uald 0i"~raifzoltilillS not ailililid I i it li
b,. \UnwII(1-- of the Ai-iid 1(0(0.-i oil a-~l~iv tile Departmenort of Dees rdtla'ir a(-iux--

(lil, Natiomiial C mid rinwmlar-1. t lose in a ties, gmhmmi'c to XmI.-clrre TVe ArmQ> civil
ro~erve v u or' in a ict irod stail; ditcz*c auS (I Viiile~fill

C. e-lidtill oil, harvinig a11111 4 WAYja; p fei araig-iraph 7 of thih ieltIon. ifoiriiationi
a(-(-sý to, CI oiiii-ji ( 01'dctn opcmwratii ,i a hmi oil act ml awil potenltial civ-il d-irrics1
iieQs or odier finnet ýion nt. ow~ DOD) in-A~i :a- inc-I irled1 ini dii- dehtinit ion.,
tion or facility; t \ * -

d!. Hiaving~ awllit ime - e- to lf-i-. (hicol i ciii!orltitinarilnax
~iniform-at ion: Paliuler1 iil('I11iiii di~r iect. observrti ion, lizli.,ori

c. Participa ting iii other milroi-zed IDOD) or solicitation froin of'ici-l, tinoffio'irti or pu blic

p)~irogram. inc(luldh1lO petm' ( upon %dii P~ I01SOureS.
investigations have lrea iniltiided umfo lr AMt Covert or otherwise deceptive surveillance. An

___ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Fud ý'no-proiL i 111- d R 'lated I Ctivi t v desilne 1 to git her it forniia tion whi cii
Act ivitio~z, Perizonno 1Pollsi arid Pwi-:r-ei 4i re ilarined and execi ittod to coni-eni tlhe j mti
ARi 604-20 (Securij-i Reiji 'm-cnc s for Ipir of o1 prn tOA plaltnible (leIirlIl liv theSI0l.i
Soillil in Both Infoi ini. lion mln Ed; on twa of th1e activit. or When it is planned =1~r
Activitiest., AR 6300-1 (Civ ilin Apfilicant awl execruted so tiat it iA easonable to belive
EmiployceeSec'urity 1- ogram)ii and AE, 9A0-5 it at the personnel involved are not associa tel
(Anerican -Nationa ii Xc Clros4s Seri--ce Pro- w-ithr any- niiliitars- inv'estihzative tageni-v.
graini ind[ Armyx U tilizaition)t DOD Reogula-

ti~il .h I Espionage. Over't. covert, or fClzupllcztifC atictirit
522022 R. (1 2lu. a (A c- et abi liy o desig.ned1 to obt a ml illfli' flnialion! i'elyr it to thjO

tio l lct , DA x r ti'ni pnti t in il--I A rieept hld - o national defenrie Wii h.t iit nti o 01 reascil !o)

Pro~s ineclv altFideripni i .uit Ile rumend thries lbelie e tha.t it Wil be ui-ei to the ink rci'v of the~

PiA s sion S a~ll Eat, Recrtrrii ni(- P r'ogra m in mnl Uuted States or to lie no Ivantmnie of a mfi'egn

sea-itý 2ad IDA men~iiorant~imn :,40 ---3 I i~i'ograrnr~ iro eiinet. For e-4piongimie 011111CM see(.ini 0 tel

for I:11offciail Hi> torrio-nl F11 escaici in Clnis~it6io of 1-1t Ii:e S, Unit edl Staites Code -

Army R cor'ds); Investigation. A ([ill\- authorized. vteate
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rIETENTIOPJ CONTROL SHEETr DATE

t7lJC por us, o this fo'-rn, sr AR 1) 13; thý~ Orroron ont saiecy is OA CSI

INITIAL REVEW

LJATE: ACO1UIRLUD!IVICWEOF RLTt NTIOrJ DýECISION TO c 0E I sI ro1Y ED,7117i.E

PO-VIILWERS SIGNATURE j vtjOFFICE sy"FiOot.

________________________________ANNUAL. REVIEIN________________

DATE FIEVIEWED REVIEWEO SIGNATURE OFFICE SYMPOI.

DATE REVIEWED REVIEWER'S SIGNATURE OFFICE SYNIDOL

FETENTION CRITE~iA

1.The hidiv~idual or orgtli~zat;isn has herii connvei.ed w.ith an actual exampeieis) of violence or criminl L iiOt;ity tbrccteti
against. an Army - iiyil.alltI !fc wi y vir-u the previous year. (P"ra SbI,2)('; I

__ An explicit, thlreat to Army p rsoanle!. ftinctinu or propert,;wt ntarr~il er T~ ~t2' 1

.Aco~tntifimt actIvity of a hio.-i -ire1 ~in the vicinity of ArmyV in 'alItt I Ctltiro to provie', tetmeo.h
annul rvie a ii~ifiantpoico 15 source of h,,arm to or disruptiun of the instailatiton or its; furutiiorns. (Para 8b(2)f'c)_1

LE 4. Within thle previous year. counseled Or ptihlisnherl inf~ormation actively encouraging Army persoannci to violate the law, 6ii'

rupt military activities or dioe aflre~gu htions lur orders. (Pare b2(;

I. Information acqun-ed in connection with anauthorized investisation in pori ntedt Fteana eiv.Sc
information mnav be retajn-ýw fro one year or tuntil tile investigation is compileted. .-;hich,-v;r is soone.r. Any further re.-
tention nmust be in accordance witht other criteria listed on this form. (P-ars- Sbf2)(b)).

6. Civil disturbance infornmation developed or acq~uired during an authorized period of field acqluisition, renortittg and pro-

cessing activities 115051 be L!dtestO'ed within GO days after the ternmination of .he civil disturbance. iPura 8btqS)(a)).

7.After action reports and historical summaries of civil disturbance activities conducted by the US Army nmay he reLainett
permanently, but will avoid references to non-affiliated persons or or~ganizations to the greatest extent possible.
(Pare 8bi,3)('b)).

ýS. Planning information described in parag-raph 7 mnay be retained while tite information is correct and culrrent. (Pard Sb(33iucui1

9. Published documents such as library and reference ma~terilal generaily available to the general public mayv be ieiained with-
out limitat~on. T'his material will not be maintained or inserted in subject or name files uniless the information is retailsabie
under other criteria listed on this form-. jPura Sbi-fl).

I 0 Onlv threat claracte rizat ions provitded by iIQDA will be maintained on file. A charactai-ization so provideLd may lie re-
tained until the threat is locally determsined to be nonexistent or until notiticaci Ion i .s received f7-rom 1IIDA that it is re-
scinded or superseded, whichever is sooner. (Para un,)

11. Special invest igations/opera tions. information acquired in the recoulrse ol an approved special investication iopcratioll
(pare,;rapiI 6b) .may only Ibe z--SIIuett permanlently -by the US Ar~my lilves tigation Records Repository. (Pura 8b(6~).)

12. I Forn-.-any affiliated persons. Subseqtuent 'to termination of affiliation, only threat informnation may be addtetd to an intlivi-
dluaia ;iie iubi~ect to annual VerificationI. (Para Sbf ))1.
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